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ABSTRACT
The mechanical stress improvement process (MSIP) is being proposed by the nuclear power
industry in the United States as a mitigation strategy for dealing with primary water stress corrosion
cracking (PWSCC) in the pressurized water reactor (PWR) fleet. Primary water stress corrosion cracking
is a temperature-dependent phenomenon that attacks inconel-based dissimilar metal welds, specifically
Inconel 82/182 welds. Previously, the MSIP was used successfully to mitigate intergranular stress
corrosion cracking (IGSCC) in boiling water reactors (BWRs). The scope and objective of the study
described in this report was to investigate the effectiveness of the MSIP as a mitigation strategy for
PWSCC. Of specific concern is the question of whether the technical basis for the MSIP as a mitigation
strategy for PWSCC is sufficient.
As a result of this study it was shown that the MSIP can be an effective method to reduce weld
residual stresses at the pipe weld inside surface which can lead to PWSCC in dissimilar metal welds in
PWR piping systems. However, the imposed stipulation that the weld to be treated with the MSIP be
inspected prior to and after the application of the MSIP should be maintained. The investigation of the
behavior of circumferential cracks in the dissimilar metal welds shows that the current requirement for
BWRs that the MSIP not be used if the weld to be treated cannot be inspected, or if existing
circumferential crack indications are greater than 30 percent through the pipe wall are sound and should
also be applied to PWR applications of the process.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The commercial nuclear power industry has proposed strategies to mitigate primary water stress
corrosion cracking (PWSCC) at inconel-based dissimilar metal welds (specifically Inconel 82/182 welds)
in pressurized water reactors (PWRs). One such strategy is the mechanical stress improvement process
(MSIP), which has been successfully used to mitigate intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) in
boiling water reactors (BWRs). Prior to its use in BWRs, it was evaluated extensively by the NRC at
Argonne National Laboratories (ANL) and Battelle. The study described in this report investigated the
effectiveness of the MSIP to mitigate PWSCC in PWRs. Of specific concern was the sufficiency of the
technical basis for using MSIP as a mitigation strategy for PWSCC.
There were several key differences between this study and the ANL BWR studies. Among the
most important was the analytical focus of this study which allowed for the determination of the residual
stresses through the thickness of the weld. In the prior ANL studies only surface measurements were
made. Furthermore, this study dealt with the additional complexity of the actual PWR nozzle-to-safe endto-pipe geometries whereas the ANL study considered much simpler straight pipe-to-pipe geometries.
Furthermore, in modeling these PWR dissimilar metal welds, the application of the butter to the ferritic
nozzle was modeled along with the post weld heat treatment (PWHT) of the butter material, which was
not necessary in the prior BWR studies. In addition, the weld root passes were ground out and re-welded
as part of these analyses to simulate this common practice in the field. This full-circumferential grindout/re-welding resulted in a residual stress field similar to that of a 360-degree inside surface repair weld.
In short, while the Argonne study provided significant insights as to the effectiveness of the MSIP for the
simpler BWR geometries, one cannot simply infer the appropriateness of the MSIP for PWRs from the
BWR studies.
Three dissimilar metal weld pipe/nozzle geometries were considered: (1) a large diameter hot
leg/reactor pressure vessel (RPV) nozzle weld, (2) a medium diameter pressurizer surge nozzle weld, and
(3) a small diameter pressurizer safety nozzle weld. In each case the weld residual stresses, before and
after MSIP application, were estimated to evaluate the MSIP effectiveness. As part of these analyses,
cracks were introduced into the weld butter region to ascertain how the MSIP affects the crack opening
behavior and stress intensity factors, and ultimately the growth of a crack in this region. For the
pressurizer surge nozzle geometry, sensitivity analyses were conducted to ascertain the effect of different
parameters on the residual stresses and resultant crack growth.
Both hoop and axial weld residual stresses were calculated, but the primary focus was on the
axial stresses that cause circumferential crack initiation and growth. The hoop stresses are of less concern
in that the axial cracks are thought to be limited in length to the width of the weld. As a result, if an axial
crack were to break through the wall thickness, it should leak and not rupture. However, the hoop stress
results are of interest for the hot leg, where the pre-MSIP hoop stresses are predominantly tensile through
the entire wall thickness. As a result, an axial crack may grow completely through the wall, as was the
case at the V. C. Summer plant. MSIP was effective at reducing the hoop stresses for the hot leg geometry
by introducing a compressive residual stress field for the inner 50 percent of the wall thickness that
should mitigate the possibility of axial through-wall crack growth.
The axial weld residual stress results for the three geometries considered show high tensile
stresses at the inside surface of the dissimilar metal weld, which tend to be mitigated by the presence of
the secondary stainless steel weld. For those cases where there is a secondary stainless steel weld the
inside surface of the entire safe end is in compression after fabricating that weld. This is important for
those cases where the safe end is fabricated from Alloy 600 which is susceptible to PWSCC. The MSIP
further reduces these axial weld residual stresses, an effect that is most pronounced for the hot leg where
there is no secondary stainless steel weld. Of the three geometries considered, the MSIP is least effective
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for the smaller diameter safety nozzle. For the pressurizer safety nozzle geometry, MSIP only reduces the
inside surface axial stresses in the buttered region from zero (pre-MSIP) to 103 MPa (15 ksi) compression
(post-MSIP). Near the weld centerline, MSIP actually increases the inside surface axial stresses, although
the stresses both before and after MSIP application are highly compressive in this area.
The results for analyses in which circumferential cracks were introduced were also consistent for
the three geometries considered. In each case the results demonstrate that if a deep crack (i.e., greater than
approximately 60 percent of the wall thickness) existed in the weld before MSIP application, the MSIP
made matters worse. MSIP increased the stress intensity factors (K) such that the time required for a preexisting deep crack to grow through the remaining wall thickness is predicted to be very short (a few
years or less) after application of the MSIP. The finding that MSIP may be detrimental for very deep preexisting cracks strongly supports the continued need for the existing requirement to examine welds using
volumetric non-destructive examination (NDE) before applying MSIP. (In prior BWR applications,
NUREG-0313 Rev. 2F required that if a crack deeper than 30 percent of the wall thickness or longer than
10 percent of the pipe circumference was discovered during pre-MSIP inspection, then that weld was not
a candidate for MSIP.) This requirement is further warranted by the possibility that pre-existing cracks
may be more difficult to detect after MSIP because the compressive stresses caused by MSIP may force
the crack faces to close, thus reducing their ultrasonic specular and tip responses.
A related concern with the use of MSIP, at least in leak-before-break (LBB) systems, is the effect
of MSIP-imposed compressive stresses on crack opening displacements (CODs). If these compressive
stresses potentially close, or keep closed, the crack faces, conventional COD analyses may significantly
overpredict the COD. If such were the case, the leakage crack size analyses used in LBB analyses (i.e.,
Standard Review Plan 3.6.3 type analyses) would underpredict the leakage crack size for the same
prescribed leakage detection limit, and the actual margins between the critical crack size and the leakage
crack size would be less than predicted. This is the subject of ongoing NRC-sponsored research.
Code Case N-770 of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code provides recommended inspection frequencies for Alloy 82/182 butt welds susceptible to
PWSCC. This case describes seven performance criteria which must be met to enable stress based
mitigation methods, such as MSIP, to take advantage of the inspection frequency allowances described
for mitigated welds. The seven criteria are discussed in this report, but in summary, the mitigation method
must create permanent inner diameter compressive stresses, be inspectable, not make existing cracks
worse, and not cause any secondary damage to the system while mitigating the weld.
The item in Code Case N-770 with the most bearing on the results in this report is found in one of
the allowances described in Note 12(e) of Table 1 of the code case, which stipulates that the cold leg/RPV
welds need not be pre-inspected prior to MSIP application. The rationale behind this stipulation is that
ultrasonically inspecting the cold leg nozzle weld from the inside surface would require the reactor
internals to be removed twice, once before and once after the MSIP. To minimize the time required for
the inspections by only having to remove these internals once, the industry is proposing a single postMSIP ultrasonic inspection. The industry proposes to augment this post MSIP volumetric inspection by
inspecting the inside surface of the weld using eddy current (EC) examination in accordance with IWA2223 (Note 19). The contention is that any surface breaking flaws would be evident from the EC
inspection. If, however, there is a crack in the weld, and MSIP closes the crack faces (rendering the postMSIP ultrasonic inspection questionable), and the EC discovers the surface breaking flaw, the question
becomes how deep that flaw is. Without a pre-MSIP ultrasonics-based inspection, one cannot be sure that
this surface breaking flaw is no deeper than 60 percent of the wall thickness. If it is deeper than 60
percent of the wall thickness, MSIP will have made the situation worse since the analyses conducted in
this study predict that the flaw would grow through the remaining wall of the treated weld (post MSIP) in
a relatively short time, i.e., less than 3 years. This study supports the need for the existing requirement
that a weld to be treated with the MSIP must be both pre- and post-inspected and calls into question the
stipulation of Note 12(e) of Table 1 of Code Case N-770.
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Sensitivity analyses for the pressurizer surge nozzle geometry assessed the effects of boundary
conditions, clamp location, clamp size, amount of squeeze, and the presence of the secondary stainless
steel weld. For all cases, except for the presence of the secondary stainless steel weld, the effect was
minimal. This implies that small errors in the placement of the clamp or amount of squeeze compared to
the design conditions should not significantly change MSIP effectiveness. The presence of the secondary
stainless steel weld had a more significant effect. A secondary stainless steel weld tends to add an element
of radial constraint to the adjacent dissimilar metal weld, introducing a compressive stress to the inside
surface of the dissimilar metal weld. As such, while the MSIP is still effective, it is not as effective as for
the case where no secondary weld existed (e.g., for the hot leg geometry considered)—the pre-MSIP
stress state was already lower, i.e., compressive or less tensile, where there was a secondary stainless steel
weld.
The above results are based on 2D finite element analyses, but 3D analyses were also conducted.
The first series of 3D analyses show non-uniformity in the MSIP squeeze process for the pressurizer surge
nozzle. The post-MSIP inside surface stress in the weld was more compressive in line with the squeeze
direction and less compressive 90 degrees from the squeeze direction. However, the inside surface
stresses after the MSIP at the high stress location in the buttered region are the same for both the 0 degree
and 90 degree directions. Even though there is an element of non-uniformity in the process around the
pipe/nozzle geometry and the MSIP is less effective 90 degrees from the application direction, the process
is still effective at reducing the maximum weld residual stresses at the inside surface completely around
the circumference.
The second series of 3D analyses evaluated the effect of an applied bending moment,
representative of a bending moment under normal operating conditions for a pressurizer surge nozzle. The
moment axis was oriented to create the greatest tension stress at the location 90 degrees from the MSIP
tool application direction. From this analysis, while the moment loading adds a tensile bending stress of
48.3 MPa (7 ksi) 90 degrees from the tool application direction (i.e., the location where the MSIP is least
effective), the post MSIP stress at the inside surface remains compressive.
In conclusion, MSIP can be an effective method to reduce weld residual tension stresses at
the inside surface which can lead to PWSCC in dissimilar metal welds in PWR piping systems. It was
found to be most beneficial for the larger diameter hot leg geometry where there was no pre-existing
benefit from a secondary stainless steel safe end-to-pipe weld. It was also more beneficial for the
intermediate diameter pressurizer surge line nozzle than for the smaller diameter safety nozzle geometry.
For the safety nozzle, the presence of the secondary stainless steel weld made the inside surface axial
stresses compressive throughout the region of the dissimilar metal weld even before MSIP application.
The stipulation requiring that the weld to be treated be inspected prior to and after MSIP
application should be maintained. The behavior of circumferential cracks in the dissimilar metal weld
shows that the current requirements for BWRs specified in NUREG-0313 Rev. 2F (i.e., that MSIP not be
used if the weld to be treated cannot be inspected, or if existing circumferential crack indications are
greater than 30 percent through the pipe wall) are sound and should also be applied to using MSIP on
PWRs. The residual stress field before MSIP application indicates that circumferential cracks greater than
30 percent of the wall thickness are unlikely because of the compressive axial stresses toward the middle
of the pipe thickness. Furthermore, service experience has shown only limited evidence of circumferential
cracks greater than 30 percent through the wall thickness in the dissimilar metal welds in PWR primary
piping systems. However, MSIP is detrimental to the case where deep cracks exist in the weld before
MSIP application, so it must be demonstrated that such flaws are not present prior to applying MSIP.
Sensitivity analyses demonstrated that the process can be applied with some element of
imprecision with respect to the positioning of the tool or the amount of squeeze applied. If field
conditions are such that the tool cannot be located exactly as planned based on the initial design or the
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amount of squeeze is slightly less or slightly more than the design specified, the sensitivity analyses
indicates that the process is still effective at mitigating the weld residual stresses at the inside surface.
Three dimensional models of the process show that MSIP is effective around the entire
circumference of the treated weld, even if its application does not produce a uniform effect around the
entire circumference of the pipe.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
With the recent occurrences of primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) in the nation’s
pressurized water reactors (PWRs), the commercial nuclear power industry has been proposing a number
of mitigation strategies for dealing with the problem. One of those strategies is the Mechanical Stress
Improvement Process (MSIP) that was successfully used in the past in mitigating intergranular stress
corrosion cracking (IGSCC) in the boiling water reactor (BWR) fleet. Primary water stress corrosion
cracking is a temperature dependent degradation mechanism that attacks dissimilar metal welds (DMWs)
fabricated from Inconel 82/182 weld metal. The driving force behind the initiation and growth of these
cracks is residual stress caused by the welding process. The mechanical stress improvement process
mitigates PWSCC by introducing a compressive residual stress field on the inside wetted-surface of the
dissimilar metal nozzle/pipe weld. The scope and objective of this study was to investigate the
effectiveness of the MSIP as a mitigation strategy for PWSCC. Of specific concern is the question as to
whether the technical basis for the MSIP as a mitigation strategy for PWSCC is sufficient.
As part of this effort the effectiveness of both the MSIP and weld overlays at mitigating the
detrimental effects of PWSCC in LBB systems was investigated. While this report focuses on the MSIP,
there will be a separate report prepared to address the effectiveness of weld overlays (both full-structural
and optimized designs) as a mitigation strategy. Ultimately, the Battelle efforts examining these
mitigation strategies will be coupled with ongoing work at Pacific Northwest National Laboratories
(PNNL) focusing on non-destructive testing of DMWs and in-house work at the NRC studying the
possible benefits of modifying the environment as a mitigation strategy to develop a comprehensive
strategy for addressing PWSCC in LBB systems.
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2.0 DISCUSSION OF MSIP
The MSIP has been used for many years to mitigate IGSCC found in boiling water reactors
(BWRs) which have austenitic stainless steel piping and welds. The MSIP was developed and first
patented in 1986 [1, 2] by O’Donnell and Associates Inc. Currently the patent is held by NuVision
Engineering.
The MSIP tool applies a quasi-radial mechanical loading around the pipe circumference and is
positioned to one side of the butt weld to be treated. The distance from the weld centerline to the MSIP
tool is in the range of 25 to 100 mm (1 to 4 inches) depending on the geometry. The tool hydraulically
squeezes the pipe and is displacement-controlled by the use of shims. The loading plastically deforms the
pipe in compression under the tool which creates beneficial compressive stresses on the inside diameter of
the adjacent welded region.
The MSIP effect has been extensively documented in two Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) reports. In the earliest report, dating from 1987, large diameter (28-inch diameter) pipes were
welded and tested [3]. The scope of the testing was designed to determine the MSIP’s change of weld
stress patterns, the effect on pre-existing defects, and the effect on the detectability of pre-existing defects
after the process. The later report, from 1993, documents experiments on smaller diameter (12-inch
diameter) nozzle geometries [4]. Both studies found similar results. Smith [3] measured as-welded, inner
diameter, axial tensile stresses in the 275 MPa to 414 MPa (40 ksi to 60 ksi) range, which were uniformly
converted to compressive stresses in the -69 MPa to -241 MPa (-10 ksi to -35 ksi) range after application
of the MSIP.
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the application of the MSIP on the surge nozzle geometry
evaluated in this study. The original patent for the process states that the permanent reduction of the
diameter of the pipe at the mid-plane of the applied load should be 0.2 to 2.0 percent. In this study a
baseline value of 1% reduction in diameter was used and further evaluated through sensitivity analyses.
The patent also states that the distance between the mid-plane of the weld to be treated and the mid-plane
of the load application site should be 2 to 12 times the pipe thickness. The edge of the applied MSIP load
band should be at least equal to half the wall thickness away from the weld centerline.
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10x
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Figure 1. MSIP
The MSIP has been used successfully on over 1,300 welds, including more than 500 nozzle safe
end geometries in over 30 BWR units and in two PWR units. The PWR experience comes from two hot
leg piping nozzles at the V.C. Summer plant in 2002.
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3.0 TECHNICAL APPROACH
Two dimensional axi-symmetric models were used to calculate the weld residual stresses and to
evaluate the MSIP and the behavior of postulated cracks in the treated weld. The use of axi-symmetric
models allowed for finer mesh refinement and computational efficiency in running the multiple load cases
and sensitivity studies that were conducted for each geometry. The MSIP is not truly axi-symmetric in its
application; so three-dimensional models were also evaluated to explore the differences in results. The
three-dimensional models were also used to evaluate the effect of typical non-axi-symmetric moment
loading.
Preceding evaluations of the MSIP have been conducted using physical test specimens and axisymmetric finite element models [3, 4]. The process, as illustrated in Figure 1, uses two 180 degree
spacers to squeeze the pipe segment. The spacers are held in a fairly rigid steel structure, and pulled
together with hydraulic pistons. The spacers are made to conform to the geometry of the pipe system, a
nozzle in this case. The radial gap between the spacer and the pipe segment to be treated is made to
further conform to the pipe shape with crushable waffled stainless steel shims. The purpose of the
crushable shims is to make the loading more uniformly radial by conforming to surface irregularities on
the pipe.
The loading is not purely radial, and therefore a three-dimensional evaluation of the process is
warranted to examine the accuracy of the axi-symmetric assumptions. Figure 2 shows the process used to
transfer the weld residual stress results from the two dimensional axi-symmetric model to a coarser
meshed three dimensional model.

Figure 2. Typical Mesh Density
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3.1 Material Data
The material properties used for the thermal and structural analysis for the Inconel 82/182 weld
metal, the A508 Grade 2 steel nozzle material, and the 300 series stainless steels are shown in Tables 1 to
4. Figure 3 through Figure 6 illustrate the temperature dependent elastic plastic properties for the Inconel
182 weld material, A508 Grade 2 carbon steel, and 300 series stainless steel used in the analyses. The
ABAQUS isotropic material hardening laws were followed using the material true stress-strain data
presented here. The tensile properties for Inconel 182 were obtained in a prior program by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL). The elastic-plastic properties for the A508 Grade 2 steel were obtained
from the literature, and the stainless steel properties were obtained from prior work done at Battelle. It is
important to note that stress relieved and annealed weld material must be used to obtain elastic-plastic
tensile properties of the weld material. The welding simulation process subsequently creates work
hardening of the material. Finally, Table 5 shows creep properties used to model stress relaxation during
the post weld heat treatment.

Table 1. Material Properties for Inconel 182 Weld Material
T
°F

Cp
BTU/lbm-F

k

E

BTU/sec-inch-F

ν

ksi

σγ

α

ksi

-6

10 /°F

70

0.095

0.00013

22674

0.3

38.5

6.50

200

0.110

0.000145

22023

0.3

36.2

6.73

400

0.120

0.000162

21022

0.3

33.5

7.09

600

0.125

0.000185

20021

0.3

30.0

7.44

800

0.130

0.000206

19051

0.3

28.3

7.62

1000

0.135

0.000226

18081

0.3

26.6

7.80

1200

0.140

0.000247

17987

0.3

26.2

8.10

1400

0.150

0.000273

17893

0.3

25.7

8.40

1600

0.160

0.000298

15621

0.3

19.0

8.70

1800

0.165

0.000324

13350

0.3

12.1

9.00

2000

0.170

0.000354

10000

0.3

3.70

9.20

2550

0.170

0.000354

200

0.3

0.40

9.20

T = Temperature

ν = Poisson’s constant

Cp = Specific heat

σγ = Yield stress

k = Conductivity

α = thermal expansion

E = Elastic Modulus
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Table 2. Temperature Dependent Material Properties for A508 Class 2
T

Cp

T

k

T

E

°F

BTU/lbm-F

°F

BTU/sec-inch-F

°F

ksi

ν

σγ

α

ksi

10-6/°F

70

0.11

32

0.000694

71.6

30784

0.3

54.5

7.67

122

0.116

212

0.00067

600

28807

0.3

43.8

7.67

302

0.124

392

0.000647

1000

25633

0.3

29.5

8.33

392

0.127

572

0.000617

1400

14540

0.3

9.78

8.61

482

0.133

752

0.000571

1800

10243

0.3

2.78

8.89

572

0.137

932

0.000527

2732

203

0.3

0.44

8.89

662

0.143

1112

0.000476

842

0.158

1292

0.000425

1022

0.179

1472

0.000348

1202

0.202

1832

0.000364

1292

0.342

2192

0.000397

1382

0.227

1562

0.215

1832

0.202

2192

0.201
T = Temperature
Cp = Specific heat
k= Conductivity
E = Elastic Modulus

ν = Poisson’s constant
σγ = Yield stress
α = thermal expansion
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Table 3. Temperature Dependent Material Properties for Type 316 Stainless Steel and Type 309
Stainless Steel Weld Materials
T

Cp

T

k

T

E

°F

BTU/lbm-F

°F

BTU/sec-inch-F

°F

ksi

ν

σγ

α

ksi

10-6/°F

74

0.1079

70

0.000173

75

28400

0.3

38.0

8.09

165

0.1132

200

0.000186

300

27500

0.3

30.0

8.77

191

0.1143

400

0.000207

550

25950

0.3

23.4

9.33

400

0.1229

623

0.000231

700

24900

0.3

23.0

9.57

603

0.1291

800

0.000248

900

23500

0.3

22.0

9.84

794

0.132

1011

0.000269

1100

22200

0.3

20.5

10.09

1020

0.136

1195

0.000288

1300

20820

0.3

20.0

10.21

1204

0.1398

1391

0.000308

1500

19100

0.3

17.0

10.43

1410

0.145

1583

0.000327

1652

16900

0.3

14.1

10.60

1595

0.1505

1783

0.000348

1832

14500

0.3

8.46

10.70

1784

0.1556

1996

0.000369

2012

14500

0.3

3.77

10.90

1996

0.1622

2732

203

0.3

0.44

11.20

T = Temperature
Cp = Specific heat
k= Conductivity
E = Elastic Modulus

ν = Poisson’s constant
σγ = Yield stress
α = thermal expansion
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Table 4. Temperature Dependent Material Properties for Type 304 Stainless Steel
T

Cp

T

k

T

E

°F

BTU/lbm-F

°F

BTU/sec-inch-F

°F

ksi

ν

σγ

α

ksi

10-6/°F

74

0.1079

70

0.000173

75

28400

0.3

36.9

8.09

165

0.1132

200

0.000186

300

27500

0.3

27.7

8.77

191

0.1143

400

0.000207

550

25950

0.3

23.2

9.33

400

0.1229

623

0.000231

700

24900

0.3

21.8

9.57

603

0.1291

800

0.000248

900

23500

0.3

19.9

9.84

794

0.132

1011

0.000269

1100

22200

0.3

18.1

10.09

1020

0.136

1195

0.000288

1300

20820

0.3

16.2

10.21

1204

0.1398

1391

0.000308

1500

19100

0.3

11.4

10.43

1410

0.145

1583

0.000327

1652

16900

0.3

10.1

10.60

1595

0.1505

1783

0.000348

1832

14500

0.3

8.46

10.70

1784

0.1556

1996

0.000369

2012

14500

0.3

3.77

10.90

1996

0.1622

2732

203

0.3

0.44

11.20

T = Temperature
Cp = Specific heat
k= Conductivity
E = Elastic Modulus

ν = Poisson’s constant
σγ = Yield stress
α = thermal expansion
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Figure 3. Temperature Dependent True Stress-Strain Curves of Inconel 182 Tested by Oak Ridge
National Laboratories (ORNL)

Figure 4. Temperature Dependent True Stress-Strain Curves of A508 Class 2
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Figure 5. Temperature Dependent True Stress-Strain Curves of Type 316 Stainless Steel and Type
309 Stainless Steel Weld Materials

Figure 6. Temperature Dependent True Stress-Strain Curves of Type 304 Stainless Steel
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Table 5. Temperature Dependent Creep Constants for all the Materials

A

ε& = Aσ n t

n

o

T ( F)

M ATERIAL: A508 Clas s 2
1.0000E-26
4.0000
70
2.2910E-12
6.0451
1000
3.2670E-07
4.8865
1200
3.2670E-07
4.8865
2500
M ATERIAL: S309, S304, S316
1.0000E-26
4.0000
70
9.2650E-25
9.7800
887
4.6900E-24
9.9700
932
1.6410E-21
9.0600
977
3.9710E-19
8.2000
1022
2.7540E-18
8.2000
1067
1.7060E-17
8.2000
1112
1.1700E-16
8.1800
1157
7.2180E-16
8.1600
1202
3.4110E-14
7.4200
1247
1.3300E-12
6.7200
1292
2.0930E-11
6.2500
1337
3.2310E-10
5.7700
1382
M ATERIAL: INCO182
1.0000E-26
4.0000
70
1.0000E-26
4.0000
990
2.1478E-16
6.1709
1000
4.6025E-15
6.6426
1100
4.6025E-15
6.6426
2500

in
in ⋅ hr
A = Material Constant
σ = Von Mises Stress (ksi )

ε& = Creep Rate

n = Material Constant
t = Time (hr )
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3.2 Weld Residual Stress Modeling Details
The welding produced residual stresses were calculated using an axi-symmetric model. The finite
element model was subjected to a thermal analysis, which simulated the weld process functions of laying
down the molten beads of weld filler metal, introducing heat energy into the weld bead and cooling the
weld to an appropriate inter-pass temperature. The thermal analysis calculated the temperatures
throughout the finite element model through the welding process. A subsequent stress analysis was
performed which used the previously defined temperatures to calculate the elastic-plastic residual stresses
and strains in the welded geometry due to the thermal effects of welding. ABAQUS finite element
software was used throughout the study. Material properties used in the analyses varied with temperature
and made use of the annealing simulation capabilities of the ABAQUS software to model weld bead
melting [5].
Figure 7 shows the pressurizer surge nozzle axi-symmetric geometry used as an example of one
of the three geometries studied. This configuration contained an A508-Class 2 low alloy steel nozzle with
Type 304 stainless steel cladding on the inside and welded Inconel 82/182 buttering on the end. The
stainless steel safe end component was welded to the buttered nozzle with Inconel 82/182 weld filler.
After the primary Inconel weld was completed, an additional Inconel 82/182 thermal sleeve weld was
added on the inner diameter of the pipe. This process tends to increase the inner diameter axial tension
stresses. In close proximity to the Inconel weld is another weld fabricated with stainless steel weld filler
material which connects the stainless steel safe end to the stainless steel piping.

0.24’’
OD = 14.25’’

3.0’’
1.35’’
1.40’’
OD = 12.75’’

INCO
82/182
Butter
(31 Passes)

SS Cladding

INCO
82/182
Weld
(73 Passes)

SS Safe End

SS Pipe

1.3”

1.5’’

A508
Class 2

SS Weld
(27 Passes)

INCO 82/182
Heat Shield Weld
(28 Passes)

Figure 7. Surge Nozzle Geometry, Materials, and Weld Layout
The weld passes were individually added to the model as shown in Figure 8. A relationship
between weld heat energy and pipe thickness was developed from test data. Actual weld parameters of
voltage and current were measured for multiple weld passes on several pipe thicknesses and were
documented in Table C-3 of Barber [6]. A linear curve fit of this data was constructed to create an
equation describing heat energy input per linear inch of weld pass as a function of pipe thickness.
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Equation 1 shows the linear equation describing heat input per weld bead length in (J/in) vs. pipe
thickness in inches. This equation, and an additional efficiency multiplication factor of 75%, was used to
create the heat energy input values used for the specific pipe thicknesses examined in this analysis.

Energy J
J
J
( ) = 15 ,393 ( 2 ) ⋅ t (in.) + 13, 265 ( )
Length in.
in
in.

(1)

A more detailed description of the weld analysis energy input follows. The analysis steps, per
pass, for the axi-symmetric model included a thermal analysis and then a stress analysis using the results
from the previous thermal analysis. The steps were as follows:
Deposition of weld pass for t = 0.01 seconds at molten temperature.
Heating of the weld pass calculated as:

( I ⋅V ⋅η )
ν

(2)
:= A ⋅Δz ⋅q' ⋅Δt

⎡ ( I ⋅V ⋅η ) ⎤
⎥ ⋅( conversion factor )
⎣ ( A ⋅Δz ⋅Δt ⋅ν ) ⎦

q' := ⎢

Δt :=

Δz
ν

I = Weld Current (Amps)
V = Weld Voltage (Volts)
η = Efficiency (0.75)
ν = Speed (in/sec)
A = Weld pass cross section area (in2)
Δz = Unit Depth (1 inch)
Δt = Δz / ν (sec)
q’ = Power Input per volume [(BTU/sec)/in3]
Conversion Factor = 0.0009472 [(BTU/sec)] = 1 Watt
Cooling of the weld pass for t ≈ 300 seconds and allowing the weld pass to cool to below 66 C
(150 F) before applying the next pass.
Figure 8 shows the transient thermal analysis steps used to model the thermal portion of the weld
residual stress analysis for the example surge nozzle geometry. The heat input was adjusted as necessary
from the curve fit data to assure that the weld beads remained at the weld filler material melting
13

temperature during the deposition of each weld bead. Heat was distributed through the model by
conduction, and away from the pipe by convection (8.5x10-5 Btu/sec in2 F), simulating the presence of
room temperature air inside and outside the welded pipe. Between weld passes, the weld was allowed to
cool to an inter-pass temperature of 66 C (150 F). The root pass of the Inconel weld was ground out and
re-welded as a final step in the weld process. This step is not always performed during plant fabrication,
but was included here because it increases the interior tension stresses in the weld and is thus
conservative. The weld was allowed to cool to room temperature when the final weld pass was completed
in each weld.

INCO 82/182 Weld

Buttering – First Layer
Preheat 250 oF and weld Pass 1

Heat Shield Weld
SS Weld

Post Weld
Heat Treat

Weld Pass 10

1,100 oF for
4 hours
(Creep)

Weld Pass 1

Root Pass Grind Out and Re-Welded
Weld Pass 10

Figure 8. Details of the Welding Residual Stress Thermal Modeling
The stress portion of the two dimensional axi-symmetric analysis used the results from the
temperature analysis and ABAQUS software to develop the residual stresses over the same time steps as
were used in the thermal analysis and to assign the proper welding strains, including the effects of melting
and annealing of the weld and parent material.
The finite element mesh consisted of ABAQUS axi-symmetric thermal elements DCAX3 and
DCAX4 for the thermal analysis and their corresponding axi-symmetric structural elements CAX3 and
CAX4R for the structural analysis. For subsequent three dimensional analyses, the two dimensional weld
residual stresses were mapped to three dimensional elements of type C3D6 and C3D8R, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the process used to transfer the weld residual stress results from the two dimensional axisymmetric model to a coarser meshed three dimensional model of the surge nozzle. The finely meshed
two-dimensional model used to develop the weld residual stresses had approximately 8,000 elements. For
the 3D analyses, the stresses were mapped to a model with exactly the same geometry, but with a coarser
mesh of 800 elements. The coarsely meshed model was then revolved into a three dimensional 360 degree
pipe with 5 degree segments and 58,000 elements. The coarser mesh was used to make the problem more
manageable without the loss of the weld residual stress field. If the original model had been revolved, the
three dimensional model would have had an unmanageable 576,000 elements.
The boundary conditions used in these studies held the nozzle end of the model fixed except in
the load cases in which temperature was increased. In these cases, the nozzle side boundary conditions
fixed the models’ displacements in the axial direction and allowed free expansion in the radial direction to
simulate the unrestricted uniform thermal growth of the structure. This conditions best simulates the
overall expansion of the structure due to thermal growth. The piping side end of the model was allowed to
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remain free in the axial and radial directions. This boundary is conservative because the compression
stresses in the dissimilar metal weld would be made more compressive due to the MSIP and operating
pressures and temperatures if any axial restrictions in displacement were placed on the pipe segment. It is
for this reason that the pipe end of the model was left free, so that the localized effect of the weld residual
stresses and the MSIP could be isolated.
Figure 7 shows the pressurizer surge nozzle geometry, used here as an example of the dissimilar
metal weld layout. The materials are designated in the figure as well as the areas to be welded and the
number of simulated weld passes in each welded area. Figure 8 shows a graphic representation of the
thermal portion of the weld residual stress development analysis.
The analysis used to develop the weld residual stresses in the model requires six steps per weld
pass, and follows the same step-by-step process as is used in the welding process that it is simulating. The
thermal modeling of each weld pass deposition requires three of the six analysis steps, and the stress
modeling requires a duplicate three steps.
In the first step, the elements representing the weld pass being deposited are added individually to
the model at a temperature slightly above the melting temperature of the weld material. This step is done
in a steady state thermal analysis and the “instantaneous” appearance of the molten weld pass is made to
take place in 0.01 seconds. In the second step, the weld pass is heated in a transient thermal analysis step
as power is added to the weld bead for the duration representing the time it takes the weld head to traverse
one inch of the weld pass (8.55 seconds in this case). In this step, edges of surrounding weld beads remelt in the area around the perimeter of the heated weld pass. The third step is another transient analysis
in which the weld power is shut off, and the weld pass is allowed to cool to an inter-pass temperature of
approximately 66 C (150 F) in 300 seconds. When one weld is complete, the cooling time is increased to
3,000 sec to allow the structure to cool to room temperature.
The temperature data produced in the thermal analyses is used as input for an equal number of
stress analysis steps for each weld pass. The non-linear material properties for each material are used to
calculate the stress, strain, and plastic deformation caused by the welding process.
Using the pressurizer surge nozzle geometry shown in Figure 7 as an example, the welding
simulation steps include the pass-by-pass welding of the butter layer as it is built up in 31 passes and
several layers. After the butter layers are finished and allowed to cool to room temperature, the nozzle,
with butter layers applied, is subjected to a post weld heat treatment at 593 C (1,100 F) for 4 hours in a
visco-elastic analysis step which uses the creep properties of the materials to allow for the stress reduction
produced by the heat treatment process. The assembly is allowed to cool to room temperature in a
separate analysis step over a duration of two hours.
Before welding the safe end in place, the butter area is pre-heated to 121 C (250 F). The
dissimilar metal weld is then built up pass-by-pass, as was the butter layer, but in 73 passes in this case.
When the INCO 82/182 weld is completed, it is allowed to cool to room temperature. The root-pass of
this weld is then ground out and re-welded in several analysis steps. The grinding and re-welding process
is not always performed by the industry, but it is this internal weld repair which causes high internal axial
stresses that are the subject of this study. After the root pass is re-welded and cooled to room temperature,
the heat shield fill-in weld is subsequently welded in place.
The heat shield fill in weld step is not included in all surge nozzles, but is used in some cases
where an additional thermal sleeve is added after the safe end is welded in place. This fill-in weld also
contributes to inner diameter axial stresses in the dissimilar metal weld area and is therefore included in
this analysis. In this case, the fill-in weld is done in 28 passes. The thermal sleeve and its fill-in weld are
unique to the surge nozzle design, and are not included in either the hot leg or the safety nozzle that were
also studied.
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There is a secondary stainless steel weld in close proximity to the dissimilar metal weld in
geometries such as the pressurizer surge nozzle and the pressurizer safety nozzle which have a safe-end
component which acts as a transition between the dissimilar metal weld and the stainless steel piping
system. In the surge nozzle geometry used as an example here, the centerline distance between the
dissimilar metal weld and the secondary stainless steel weld is 75 mm (3.0 inches) as shown in Figure 7.
The secondary stainless steel weld was completed in 27 weld passes in this case and was then allowed to
cool to room temperature. The weld residual stresses are built into the model with each weld pass that is
added.

Figure 9. Surge Nozzle MSIP Application
Figure 9 shows the schematic of the axi-symmetric application of the MSIP. The original patent
for the process states that the permanent reduction of the diameter of the pipe at the mid-plane of the
applied load should be 0.2 to 2.0%. In this study a baseline value of 1% reduction in diameter was used
and further evaluated through sensitivity analyses. The patent also states that the distance between the
mid-plane of the weld to be treated and the mid-plane of the load application site should be 2 to 12 times
the pipe thickness. The edge of the applied MSIP load band should be at least equal to half the wall
thickness away from the weld centerline.
The values used for this nozzle comply with the requirements described in the original patent [2]
and fall in the typical range of 1% reduction in diameter, 2 times the wall thickness between midpoints,
and 1 times the wall thickness to the edge of the load application site. When the application location of
the MSIP falls over the location of the secondary weld, as is the case in the surge and safety nozzles, a
gap is made in the tool to avoid the crown of the secondary weld as shown in the figure. The MSIP
application to the hot leg and safety nozzle geometries will be discussed in more detail in a subsequent
section of this report.
Operating temperatures in the range of 300 C (572 F) to 322 C (611 F) were used for the analyses.
Internal operating pressure of 15.5 MPa (2,250 psi) is applied to the interior surfaces of the model. An
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end cap load is applied to the free end of the pipe in the form of a negative pressure. The end cap load was
calculated using the following equation for the surge nozzle geometry.

lbs
2
2235 2 ⋅ (5.0625in )
lbs
P ⋅ r2
in
= 3815.7 2
Pend cap = 2 2 =
2
2
in
R −r
(6.375in ) − (5.0625in )
P = Pressure

(

) (

)

(3)

R = Outer Radius
r = Inner Radius
3.3 Modeling Cracks
One concern with the MSIP is the effect it would have on undetected cracks. The process is only
applicable in locations that can be inspected and that are shown to have circumferential crack lengths
which sum to no longer than 10% of the circumference and no deeper than 30% of the wall thickness [7,
8]. Three sets of analyses were performed:
•

In the first case, the crack was allowed to grow in the geometry at operating pressure and
temperature but without the MSIP. (Crack Growth Æ Operating Pressure and Temperature)

•

In the second case, a crack was introduced in the Inconel material, the MSIP was then applied,
and then operating temperatures and pressures were applied. (Crack Growth Æ MSIP Æ
Operating Pressure and Temperature)

•

In the final analysis, the crack was forced to grow at operating temperature and pressure but after
the MSIP was applied. (MSIP Æ Operating Pressure and Temperature Æ Crack Growth)

In all cases, cracks 75 percent of the thickness and 100 percent of the circumference were
modeled to simulate the situation in which a very large crack went undetected. Assuming that the weld is
inspected with an Appendix VIII qualified technique, the likelihood of a full 360 degree internal surface
crack, 75 percent of the pipe wall thickness in depth going undetected is quite low, such that the
assumption of the existence of undetected cracks of this size is most likely conservative. Circumferential
indications have been found to occur in the Inconel weld and in the interface between the Inconel butter
layer and the A508 nozzle material (see Figure 10), but with the exception of the recent experience at
Crystal River [9], few such indications have progressed to greater than 30 percent of the wall thickness.
Both potential crack locations were analyzed with similar results and will be described in more detail in
the results section of this report.
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Figure 10. Crack Between Butter and A508 Class 2 Steel
The cracks were introduced using the ABAQUS crack propagation analysis procedure using an
artificial crack growth versus time equation. The crack surfaces were defined allowing for self contact and
surface interaction properties including friction in areas of crack closure. An arbitrary coefficient of
friction of 0.15 was used in these analyses so that that crack surfaces were not frictionless. The cracks
were made to grow in 1.25 mm (0.05 inch) steps so that the crack tip stress intensity factor could be
calculated as the crack grew. Figure 11 shows the axial stress after the crack was introduced and operating
pressure and temperature were applied to the pressurizer surge nozzle geometry with no MSIP applied.
The figure shows, in an exaggerated displacement plot, that the crack opens to a depth of 30 percent of
the thickness of the nozzle at which time it reaches the compressive stress region which is formed by the
weld residual stress field. Though the crack surface is de-bonded along 75 percent of the thickness, it only
opens for the inner 30% of the thickness because of the residual stresses which produce an axially
compressive region in the middle of the wall thickness.

Figure 11. Axial Stress with Crack and no MSIP (ksi units) applied
It is highly unlikely that a circumferential crack would be able to progress into the tensile region
near the outer surface unless a severe overload occurred because it would have to break through the
compressive region of the weld residual stresses near the middle of the wall thickness. In the hypothetical
occurrence of this unlikely event, it is worth examining the stress intensity factors at the crack tip, and the
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theoretical crack growth rate due to PWSCC effects. Stress intensity factor versus crack depth was plotted
for all cases
There are three types of loading that a crack can experience as described by Anderson [10]. In
Mode I loading, the principal load is applied normal to the crack plane and tends to open the crack. This is
the primary mode affecting circumferential cracks in the geometry studied here. Mode II describes inplane shear loading that tends to slide one crack face with respect to the other, and Mode III loading refers
to out-of-plane shear loading. Neither of these latter two loading modes are major contributors to crack
growth in this case. Mode II effects are small in these models, and Mode III effects are nonexistent in an
axi-symmetric model.
The stress intensity factor at the crack tip, KI, can be described by Equation 4 for this case. The
stress intensity factor is derived from the energy release rate as calculated as GI and described by Krueger
in [11]. Of interest are the values for the stress intensity factor before and after the application of the
MSIP.

KI =

GI E
1− μ 2

(

(4)

)

(

K I = Crack tip stress intensity factor, ksi in
G I = Energy release rate =

)

Fδ
, (ksi - in )
2Δa

E = Young' s modulus, (ksi )

μ = Poisson' s ratio

F = Crack tip force opening crack, (kips )

δ = Crack opening displacement one node from crack tip, (in )

( )

Δa = Area of element preceding crack tip, unit depth for 2 - D problems, in 2

The use of Equation 4 is based on the well known crack closure integral (CCI) equations first
introduced by Rybicki and Kanninen [12] and summarized by Krueger [11]. This is an approximation
since it must be assumed that the crack grows mainly in an elastic field and no additional plasticity or
minimal plasticity occurs during growth. This is typically the assumption made in modeling stress
corrosion crack (SCC) growth in residual stress fields where the SCC growth law is governed by the
stress intensity factor (K). There is some emerging controversy in the field as to the validity of this
assumption, but in the present analyses, minimal plasticity did occur during forced crack growth.
Reference [13] compares KI values calculated via CCI and those calculated using the finite element
alternating method for cracks in residual stress fields. The agreement between the two methods was quite
good.
The values of the stress intensity factor before and after MSIP have been calculated at the crack
tip at 75% through the thickness of the pipe using Equation 4.
A deterministic crack growth model for Inconel Alloy 82/182 weld metal material based on a
statistical evaluation of the worldwide set of available laboratory test data for these materials using
controlled fracture mechanics specimens is shown in Equation 5. Development of the equation is
discussed in more detail in Reference [7]. This equation was used to determine crack growth rates for
PWSCC for the different K values calculated pre-MSIP and post-MSIP in this study.
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(5)

a& = Crack growth rate at temperature T in m/sec (or in/h)
Q g = Thermal activation energy for crack growth
130 kJ/mole (31.0 kcal/mole)
R = Universal gas constant 8.314 × 10 -3 kJ/mole o K
(1.103 × 10 -3 kcal/mole o R)
T = Absolute operating temperature at location of crack, o K (or o R)
Tref = Absolute reference temperature used to normalize data,
598.15 o K (or 1076.67 o R)

α = Power - law constant, 1.5 ×10 -12 at 325 o C for a& in units of m/s
and K in units of MPa m
(2.47 ×10 -7 at 617 o F for a& in units of in/hr and K in units of ksi in )
f alloy = 1.0 for alloy 182 and 0.385 for alloy 82
f orient = 1.0 except 0.5 for crack propagation that is clearly
perpendicular to the dendrite solidification direction
K = Crack tip stress intensity factor, MPa m (or ksi in )
β = Exponent, 1.6

3.4 Pipe/Nozzle Geometries
As part of this effort three pipe/nozzle geometries were considered:
•

Large diameter hot leg/reactor pressure vessel (RPV) nozzle geometry

•

Medium diameter pressurizer surge nozzle geometry

•

Small diameter pressurizer safety nozzle geometry

3.4.1 Hot Leg/Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Nozzle Geometry
Figure 12 shows the overall hot leg axi-symmetric model geometry revolved into a three
dimensional quarter model view to give a better impression of the size and aspect ratio of the model. It
also shows the materials used for the carbon steel pressure vessel nozzle (A508 Class 2), the stainless
steel pressure vessel cladding (Type 304 stainless steel), the butter and dissimilar metal weld (INCO
82/182) and the Type 304 stainless steel pipe.
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Figure 12. Hot Leg Model Geometry

Figure 13. Hot Leg V.C. Summer Geometry
Figure 13 shows a comparison between the cross section of the model analyzed in this study and
the similar geometry found in the Virgil C. Summer nuclear plant. Figure 14 shows the specific
dimensions of this model and the numbered weld passes for the butter and dissimilar weld. The butter
layers have 17 passes and the dissimilar metal weld was modeled with 19 weld passes as shown in the
figure.
The hot leg is a large diameter structure with a pipe inner diameter of 737 mm (29 inches) and a
thickness of 59 mm (2.33 inches).
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Figure 14. Hot Leg Model Dimensions

3.4.2 Pressurizer Surge Nozzle Geometry
Figure 15 shows a revolved version of the axi-symmetric pressurizer surge nozzle geometry with
the weld area highlighted. The surge nozzle is located at the bottom of the pressurizer pressure vessel, and
the piping faces downward. Figure 16 shows the details of the surge nozzle geometry including the
materials used for the model. The nozzle is A508 Class 2 carbon steel; the cladding is Type 304 stainless
steel; the butter, dissimilar metal weld and heat shield fill-in weld are made from Inconel 82/182; and the
safe end, secondary stainless steel weld, and pipe are made from Type 316 stainless steel material.
Figure 16 shows the dimensions of the surge nozzle model. The surge nozzle is an intermediate
sized nozzle which typically connects to a stainless steel pipe with an outside pipe diameter in the range
of 10 to 14 inches. For these analyses a pipe outer diameter of 324 mm (12.75 inches) and a pipe
thickness of 33 mm (1.3 inches) were used. The figure also shows the individual weld passes that were
modeled for each welded area. The butter was modeled in 31 passes while the dissimilar metal weld was
modeled with 73 passes, the heat shield weld with 28 individual passes, and the stainless steel weld with
27 passes.
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Figure 15. Pressurizer Surge Nozzle Geometry used in Surge Nozzle Analyses
There are two major differences between the surge nozzle geometry and the single dissimilar
metal weld geometry used in some hot leg and cold leg piping which have great effects on the weld
residual stresses in the model. The first difference is the use of a safe end component which requires a
secondary stainless steel weld to join the nozzle to the pipe system. In this case the secondary stainless
steel weld is 75 mm (3 inches) away from the dissimilar metal weld, and has a profound effect on the
stress state in the dissimilar metal weld. The effect of this weld will be explored in the results and
sensitivity study sections of this report. The second major difference is the use of a heat shield fill-in weld
on the inside of the surge nozzle dissimilar metal weld. This weld is only used in the surge nozzles, and is
not used in all surge nozzles, but depends on the type of thermal shield used in a particular plant. This
weld has a similar effect as an inner diameter full circumference weld repair, in increasing the axial
tension stresses on the inner diameter of the dissimilar metal weld. The effect of this weld will be
explored in the results and sensitivity study sections of this report.
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Figure 16. Surge Nozzle Dimensions used in Surge Nozzle Analyses

3.4.3 Pressurizer Safety Nozzle Geometry
Figure 17 shows a revolved version of the axi-symmetric pressurizer safety nozzle geometry with
the weld area highlighted. The safety nozzle is located at the top of the pressurizer pressure vessel on the
opposite side from the surge nozzle, and thus the piping for the safety nozzle faces upward. Figure 18
shows the details of the safety nozzle geometry including the materials used for the model. The nozzle is
A508 class 2 carbon steel. The cladding, pipe and safe end are stainless steel, the butter and dissimilar
metal weld are made from Inconel 82/182, and the secondary stainless steel weld is made from Type 309
stainless steel weld material.

Figure 17. Safety Nozzle Geometry used in Safety Nozzle Analyses
Figure 18 shows the dimensions of the safety nozzle model. The safety nozzle is a smaller sized
nozzle with a pipe outer diameter of 168 mm (6.62 inches) and a pipe thickness of 18.2 mm (0.715
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inches). The figure also shows the individual weld passes that were modeled for each weld. The butter
was modeled in 26 passes while the dissimilar metal weld was modeled with 21 passes, and the stainless
steel weld with 17 passes.
The safety nozzle is very similar to the surge nozzle in materials and geometry. Both have a
secondary stainless steel weld in close proximity to the dissimilar metal weld (66 mm [2.6 inches] for the
safety nozzle). The safety nozzle has a larger butter layer in proportion to the dissimilar metal weld than
does the surge nozzle. It never has a heat shield fill-in weld and of course is of smaller size, but otherwise
they are very similar.

Figure 18. Safety Nozzle Dimensions used in Safety Nozzle Analyses

3.5 Sensitivity Analyses
Several sensitivities studies were conducted to evaluate the effect of different variables on MSIP
efficacy. The majority of the sensitivity studies were confined to the surge nozzle model because it had
the most complex geometry and number of welded areas. The sensitivity analyses considered as part of
this effort included:
The boundary conditions at the ends of the modeled section were varied to study the effect of the
boundary conditions on the MSIP results.
The effect of MSIP tool axial position with respect to the dissimilar metal weld was examined for
all three of the geometries. The tool was moved axially away from the original position by 13 mm (0.5
inch), 25 mm (1.0 inch) and 50 mm (2.0 inches) for each case and the results compared.
The effect of the amount of MSIP permanent deformation was examined for the surge nozzle
geometry. The standard permanent deformation desired is 1.0% and in this study the results from 0.5%,
1.5%, 2.0% and 3.0% permanent deformation were examined.
The effect of MSIP tool axial length was also examined for the surge nozzle geometry. The initial
length was increased by 13 mm (0.5 inch), 25 mm (1.0 inch) and 50 mm (2.0 inches) and the effect
examined.
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The effect of the secondary stainless steel weld was examined for the surge nozzle geometry. The
weld residual stresses developed by the secondary stainless steel weld were eliminated from the finished
weldment and the final stress state was examined. The efficacy of the MSIP was examined for this case as
well as the effect of the same changes in MSIP axial position as described above.
Artificial 360 degree circumferential cracks were forced to grow through 75 percent of the
dissimilar metal weld thickness. Crack opening behavior was recorded and crack tip stress intensity
factors were calculated for the situations in which a crack was forced to grow in the weld before and after
MSIP application. These evaluations were done for all of the models with two different crack locations.
The calculations were done with the crack forced to grow at the interface of the butter and the dissimilar
metal weld, and also at a location between the carbon steel nozzle material and the butter layer.
Finally, the differences between using two dimensional axi-symmetric analyses of the MSIP and
a three dimensional analyses of the process were evaluated. A three dimensional model of the surge
nozzle geometry and MSIP tool was created. The non-axi-symmetric effects of the three dimensional
MSIP were recorded and compared with test data. The effects of the subsequent application of operating
temperature, pressure, and bending moment were also examined.
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4.0 RESULTS
In this section the results are presented. First the results from the axi-symmetric finite element
weld residual stress analyses are presented. Next, the results from a series of crack growth analyses
through the weld residual stress fields are presented. Finally the results from the three-dimensional
analyses are presented.

4.1 Axi-symmetric Weld Residual Stress Analyses Results
The results of the axi-symmetric analyses will be presented below for the hot leg, surge nozzle,
and safety nozzle geometries before and after the MSIP application. Axial and hoop stresses will be
shown in stress contour plots and in graphical format. Two types of graphs will be used to show the stress
profiles. One type plots the stresses on a path through the thickness of the dissimilar metal weld from the
inner diameter to the outer diameter. The other type shows the stress values along the inside surface of the
model along the length of the area of interest. The location of the dissimilar metal weld, and the
secondary stainless steel weld in the surge and safety nozzle geometries, will be indicated on the graphs
which show the inner diameter stress along the length of the nozzle.

4.1.1 Hot Leg Results
The hot leg weld residual stresses were developed similarly to those of the surge nozzle described
in Figure 8, but the geometry is sufficiently different to warrant another figure which shows the specific
hot leg process. Figure 19 shows the initial welding of the butter layer and the post weld heat treatment of
the butter layer at 593 C (1,100 F) for four hours in which creep properties are allowed to relax the
welding residual stresses in the butter layer. The heat treated nozzle is then allowed to cool to room
temperature for two hours. The butter area is pre-heated to 121 C (250 F), and the dissimilar metal weld is
then built up pass by pass as numbered in Figure 14 until the weld is complete. The weld is allowed to
cool to approximately 66 C (150 F) between passes and to room temperature after the weld is complete.
The root pass is ground out and re-welded as a final step.
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Figure 19. Hot Leg Welding Process
Figure 20 shows the axial stress developed in the dissimilar weld area after the welding process is
complete. Notice the distinctive stress pattern found in thicker butt welded pipes with inner diameter weld
repairs in which the stress is highly tensile in the inner diameter, goes through a compressive region
toward the middle of the thickness and then is in tension again on the outer diameter. The weld residual
stresses are well above the room temperature yield strength of the INCO 82/182 weld material. As stated
in Table 1, the room temperature yield strength of the weld material is 265 MPa (38.5 ksi).

Figure 20. Hot Leg Post-Weld Axial Stress
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Figure 21 shows the hoop stress profile for the hot leg after welding. Again, the stress profile is
typical with very high tensile hoop stresses, well above the material yield strength, at the inner and outer
diameter of the pipe.
Figure 22 shows the equivalent plastic strain induced in the weld area by the welding process.
The scale shows that the average value is 6% permanent plastic strain.

Figure 21. Hot Leg Post-Weld Hoop Stress

Figure 22. Hot Leg Post-Weld Equivalent Plastic Strain
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Figure 23 shows the location and deformation caused by the MSIP tool application. The MSIP
tool was located 100 mm (4.0 inches) from the weld centerline and spanned an axial length of 100 mm
(4.0 inches). It was made to leave a permanent deformation of 1.0% on the diameter under the MSIP
application site. These values were provided by NuVision Engineering [1, 2] as the values used on the
MSIP applied to the V.C. Summer reactor hot leg on which this model was based.
The amount of squeeze necessary to produce the desired permanent deformation in the finite
element model was arrived at by trial and error after several analysis runs in which the value of
deformation was altered. The MSIP tool had to be compressed 5 mm (0.2 inches) radially inward to leave
a permanent deformation of 4.27 mm (0.168 inches), which is 1.0% of the outer radius of the area being
deformed.
To accommodate the ABAQUS crack propagation procedure, the model used to perform the
MSIP and to evaluate subsequent crack behavior was meshed differently than the model used to develop
the weld residual stresses. The weld residual stresses and strains were mapped onto the new mesh using
the ABAQUS map solution procedure.

Figure 23. Hot Leg MSIP Location
Figure 24 shows the axial stresses in the hot leg weld area after the welding has been completed,
during MSIP application, and after the MSIP tool is released. The figure clearly shows the axial stresses
in the area of the dissimilar weld being removed by the MSIP. The axial stresses on the outer diameter of
the dissimilar metal weld are increased by the process.
A more detailed comparison of the stresses through the thickness and along the inner diameter of
the hot leg appears below.
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Figure 24. Hot Leg Axial Stress with MSIP
Figure 25 shows the hoop stresses in the hot leg before, during and after the MSIP. Hoop stresses
are of less concern because the axial cracks caused by hoop stresses are usually short in length and only
span the dissimilar metal weld, thus they would be expected to leak rather than rupture. Though of less
concern, they still can cause through pipe cracking. The MSIP effect neutralizes the high hoop stresses as
shown in the figure.

Figure 25. Hot Leg Hoop Stress After MSIP
Figure 26 shows the path through the thickness of the hot leg dissimilar metal weld that is
represented in the graph of Figure 27. The arrows indicating the path on the stress contour plot and the
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curves on the graphs are color coded to represent each case. The green curve represents the stress after the
welding process, but before the MSIP, and the red curve represents the stress through the thickness after
the MSIP. Both figures clearly show that the application of the MSIP reduces the inner diameter axial
stress of 276 MPa (40 ksi) to a compressive stress of -179 MPa (-26 ksi). This is a stress reduction of 455
MPa (66 ksi).

Figure 26. Hot Leg Axial Stress Through Thickness Path

Figure 27. Hot Leg Through Thickness Axial Stresses
Figure 28 shows the path along the inner diameter of the hot leg represented by the stress curves
shown in Figure 29. Again, the curves are color coded. The green curve represents the stress on the inner
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diameter before the MSIP and the red curve represents the stress after the MSIP. The vertical band in the
graph indicates the position at the inner diameter of the dissimilar metal weld root pass. The graph shows
that the axial stresses along the inner diameter were highly tensile before the MSIP and remain
compressive in the area of the dissimilar metal weld after the MSIP.

Figure 28. Hot Leg Inner Diameter Axial Stresses Along Length of Pipe

Figure 29. Hot Leg Axial Stresses Along Length of Pipe at Inside Surface
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Figure 30 shows the same data as the previous graph, but in a different format and with test data
superimposed upon it. The dissimilar metal weld centerline has been placed in line with the vertical axis
on the left of the graph. Experimental data from Reference [3] has been superimposed upon the graph.
The experimental data showing stresses before and after MSIP follow the same general trend as the
analysis results. The two cases are different, but this data is the best comparison currently available. The
hot leg analyzed has a 737 mm (29 inches) inner diameter while the test pipe had a 711 mm (28 inches)
inner diameter. The hot leg analyzed is 59.2 mm (2.33 inches) thick while the test pipe is only 28.4 m
(1.12 inches) thick. And lastly, the hot leg analyzed has a carbon steel nozzle and dissimilar metal weld
while the test pipe was made of two butt-welded stainless steel pipes with stainless steel weld material.
Despite these differences, the results are remarkably similar.

Figure 30. Hot Leg Axial Stresses Along Length of Pipe at Inside Surface with Test Data
Figure 31 and Figure 32 show the through thickness path and through thickness hoop stress,
respectively. The figure and graph show that the hoop stress is greatly reduced by the MSIP. The inner
diameter hoop stress has been reduced from 490 MPa (71 ksi) tensile to a compressive stress of -93 MPa
(-13.5 ksi) which is a reduction of 583 MPa (84.5 ksi).
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Figure 31. Hot Leg Hoop Stresses Through Thickness Path

Figure 32. Hot Leg through Thickness Hoop Stresses
Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the inner diameter path and inner diameter hoop stress values. The
graph clearly shows the dramatic reduction in inner diameter hoop stress as a result of the MSIP. The
hoop stresses are transformed from highly tensile values before the MSIP and remain compressive after
the MSIP in the area of the dissimilar metal weld.
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Figure 33. Hot Leg Inner Diameter Hoop Stress Path

Figure 34. Hot Leg Inner Diameter Hoop Stresses Along Length at the Inside Surface
The previous stress plots and graphs were all made at room temperature and pressure. The
following graphs show the effect of operating pressure and temperature on the hot leg axial and hoop
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stresses. An operating pressure of 15.5 MPa (2,250 psi) was used throughout this study for all of the
geometries. The operating temperature of 322 C (611 F) was used for the hot leg nozzle.
Figure 35 shows the axial stress in the hot leg dissimilar metal weld after the MSIP, after the
application of the operating pressure including the end load on the pipe, and finally it shows the stresses
after operating temperature has been added to the operating pressure. The path and color code for the
through thickness stress graphs to follow are also indicated on this figure. Figure 36 shows the through
thickness axial stress and Figure 37 shows the through thickness hoop stress. Though the axial stress is
increased through the thickness by the application of operating pressure and temperature, the inner
diameter axial stress is almost unchanged. The hoop stress is uniformly increased by the application of
operating loads with the inside surface stresses increasing from -90 MPa (-13 ksi) to 69 MPa (10 ksi) with
the effect of pressure and temperature evenly split.

Figure 35. Hot Leg Post-MSIP Axial Stresses with Operating Pressure and Temperature
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Figure 36. Hot Leg through Thickness Axial Stresses After MSIP, Pressure, and Temperature

Figure 37. Hot Leg through Thickness Hoop Stresses After MSIP, Pressure, and Temperature
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4.1.2 Pressurizer Surge Nozzle Results
The pressurizer surge nozzle weld residual stresses were developed as shown in Figure 8. Though
described previously in some detail, the process deserves another explanation here. The figure shows the
initial welding of the butter layer plus the post weld heat treatment of the buttered nozzle at 593 C (1,100
F) for four hours in which creep properties are allowed to relax the welding residual stresses in the butter
layer. The butter layer is then pre-heated to 121 C (250 F), and the dissimilar metal weld is then built up
pass-by-pass until the weld is complete as shown in Figure 16. This process joins the stainless steel safe
end to the carbon steel nozzle. The DMW is allowed to cool to approximately 66 C (150 F) between
passes and to room temperature after the weld is complete. The root pass is then ground out and rewelded. In the next step the heat shield fill-in weld is built up on the inner diameter of the dissimilar metal
weld. In this case, the heat shield fill-in weld spans the butter layer as well. When the heat shield fill-in
weld is complete and cooled to room temperature, the secondary stainless steel weld is built up and then
allowed to cool to room temperature once completed.
Figure 9 shows the schematic of the axi-symmetric application of the surge nozzle MSIP. The
original patent for the process states that the permanent reduction of the diameter of the pipe at the midplane of the applied load should be 0.2 to 2.0%. In actual application, the goal is a 1% reduction in
diameter. The patent also states that the distance between the mid-plane of the weld to be treated and the
mid-plane of the load application site should be 2 to 12 times the pipe thickness. Also, the edge of the
applied MSIP load band should be at least equal to half the wall thickness away from the weld centerline.
The values used for this nozzle comply with the requirements described in the original patent [2]
and fall in the typical range of 1% reduction in diameter, 2 times the wall thickness between midpoints,
and 1 times the wall thickness to the edge of the load application site.
Figure 38 shows the axial stress contour plot after only the Inconel weld and thermal sleeve fill-in
weld have been finished (top figure), after the stainless steel weld has been finished (middle figure), and
after the MSIP has been performed (bottom figure). The arrows through the weld indicate the path
followed for the graphed data shown in Figure 39.
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Figure 38. Surge Nozzle Axial Stress Through Thickness Path
The axial stress contour plot and graph show that the Inconel weld is in tension at the inner
diameter, compression in the center, and tension at the outer diameter after the dissimilar metal weld is
completed in a pattern similar to that found in the hot leg. The application of the stainless steel weld has
the effect of lessening the tension stress on the inner diameter of the Inconel weld, and in fact, making it
negative in this cross section on the inner diameter surface.
The PWSCC occurrences are typically found in the dissimilar metal weld at the interface between
the A508 material and the butter layer, or between the butter and the Inconel weld. The weld residual
stresses in the stainless steel weld are of less importance.
PWSCC is caused by high tensile weld residual stresses on the inner diameter of the pipe.
Between 1993 and 2007, there have been at least eight PWR plants around the world that have found
indications in dissimilar metal welds, of which, at least three axial cracks grew through the wall to the
point of leaking. No circumferential cracks have been found which have grown through the thickness of
the pipe and leaked [7, 14].
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Figure 39. Surge Nozzle through Thickness Axial Stresses
The MSIP causes permanent deformation at the load application site and converts the tension
stresses present on the inner diameter of the treated weld to compressive stresses. Figure 39 shows that
the entire Inconel weld is in compression over the inner third of its thickness after the MSIP.
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Figure 40. Surge Nozzle Inner Diameter Axial Stress Path
Figure 40 and Figure 41 show the inner diameter path and axial stress along that path. Figure 41
indicates the position of both the dissimilar metal weld and the secondary stainless steel weld with color
coded vertical bars in the graph, and an appropriately scaled section of the model shown above the graph.
One can see that the stress was very high in the butter and dissimilar metal weld before the
secondary stainless steel weld is made. Once the secondary stainless steel weld is completed, the stresses
along the inner diameter are primarily compressive except in the area of the transition between the carbon
steel nozzle and the butter. In this area the stresses remain tensile in the range of 138 MPa (20 ksi). After
the MSIP is completed, all of the stresses along the inner diameter have been made compressive up to the
location of the secondary stainless steel weld. Note also that the stresses are also compressive along the
entire inside surface of the safe end after the secondary stainless steel weld is fabricated. This is important
for those cases in which the safe end is fabricated from Alloy 600 material which is susceptible to
PWSCC.
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Figure 41. Surge Nozzle Inner Diameter Axial Stresses Along Length of the Pipe at the Inside
Surface

Figure 42 and Figure 43 show the through thickness hoop stresses before and after the MSIP. The
stress contour plot and the graph shows that the secondary stainless steel weld has the effect of reducing
the hoop stress in the dissimilar metal weld, but not to the extent that it does for the axial stresses. The
MSIP decisively reduces the through thickness hoop stresses into compression on the inner diameter, and
for the majority of the thickness.
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Figure 42. Surge Nozzle through Thickness Hoop Stress Path

Figure 43. Surge Nozzle through Thickness Hoop Stresses
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Figure 44. Surge Nozzle Inner Diameter Hoop Stress Path
Figure 44 and Figure 45 show the inner diameter hoop stress along the length of the dissimilar
metal weld area of the surge nozzle. The graph shows that hoop stresses are very high on the inner
diameter before the secondary stainless steel weld is made, and are reduced, but remain highly tensile
after the stainless steel weld is completed. The stresses remain high in the area of the butter transition to
the carbon steel nozzle. The MSIP reduces the hoop stresses in the area of concern to be compressive over
the whole length of the dissimilar metal weld area.
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Figure 45. Surge Nozzle Inner Diameter Hoop Stresses
The previous surge nozzle stress plots and graphs were all made at room temperature and
pressure. The following graphs show the effect of operating pressure and temperature on the surge nozzle
axial and hoop stresses. An operating pressure of 15.5 MPa (2,250 psi) was used throughout this study for
all of the geometries. The operating temperature of 300 C (572 F) was used for the surge nozzle. While
this value is lower than the actual pressurizer surge nozzle service temperature, as shown is subsequent
analyses, the effect of this relatively small difference in temperature is not expected to be significant.
Figure 46 shows the axial stress in the surge nozzle dissimilar metal weld after the MSIP, after
the application of the operating pressure including the end load on the pipe, and finally it shows the
stresses after operating temperature has been added to the operating pressure. The path and color code for
the through thickness stress graphs to follow are also indicated on this figure. Figure 47 shows the
through thickness axial stress and Figure 48 shows the through thickness hoop stress. The inner diameter
axial stress is almost unchanged despite the application of operating pressure and temperature. The hoop
stress is uniformly increased by the application of operating loads with the inside surface hoop stress
increasing from -276 MPa (-40 ksi) to -103 MPa (-15 ksi) with the effect of pressure and temperature
about evenly split.
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Figure 46. Surge Nozzle Post-MSIP Axial Stresses with Operating Pressure and Temperature

Figure 47. Surge Nozzle through Thickness Axial Stresses after MSIP, and Operating Pressure and
Temperature
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Figure 48. Surge Nozzle through Thickness Hoop Stresses after MSIP, and Operating Pressure and
Temperature

4.1.3 Pressurizer Safety Nozzle
The pressurizer safety nozzle is similar in geometry to the surge nozzle, but is smaller in size. The
geometry and weld locations are shown in Figure 18. The weld residual stresses were developed as shown
in Figure 49 in a similar fashion as to what was done for the surge nozzle. The figure shows the initial
welding of the butter layer and the post weld heat treatment of the butter layer at 593 C (1,100 F) for four
hours in which creep properties are allowed to relax the welding residual stresses in the butter layer. The
butter layer is then pre-heated to 121 C (250 F), and the dissimilar metal weld is then built up pass by
pass until the weld is complete. This process joins the stainless steel safe end to the carbon steel nozzle.
The welded joint is allowed to cool to approximately 66 C (150 F) between passes and to room
temperature after the weld is complete. The root pass is ground out and re-welded as a final step in the
dissimilar metal weld. Next, the secondary stainless steel weld is built up and then allowed to cool to
room temperature once completed.
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Figure 49. Safety Nozzle Weld Deposition
Figure 50 shows the schematic of the axi-symmetric application of the safety nozzle MSIP. The
goal is to achieve a 1% permanent reduction in diameter under the MSIP application site. The values used
for this nozzle comply with the requirements described in the original patent [2] and fall in the typical
range of 2 times the wall thickness between midpoints and 1 times the wall thickness to the edge of the
load application site. A radial squeeze of 0.94 mm (0.037 inches) was required to achieve a permanent
deformation of 0.85 mm (0.033 inches) which is 1% of the radius of the pipe.

Figure 50. Safety Nozzle MSIP Application
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Figure 51shows the axial stress contour plot after only the Inconel weld has been finished (top
figure), after the stainless steel weld has been finished (middle figure), and after the MSIP has been
performed (bottom figure). The arrows through the weld indicate the path followed for the graphed data
shown in Figure 52. The graph shows results similar to those produced in the surge nozzle. The axial
stress at the inner diameter is high after the dissimilar metal weld is completed. The secondary stainless
steel weld connecting the safe end to the stainless steel piping greatly reduces the inner diameter stress at
the dissimilar metal weld. In this geometry, the secondary stainless steel weld places the inner diameter
firmly in a compressive stress region at this cross section. The MSIP does reduce the axial stresses so that
they remain in compression through half the thickness, but the stress at the inner diameter of this cross
section is unchanged, though still strongly compressive.

Figure 51. Safety Nozzle Through Thickness Axial Stress Path
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Figure 52. Safety Nozzle through Thickness Axial Stresses
Figure 53 and Figure 54 indicate the path and inner diameter axial stresses. The cross section of
the safety nozzle and vertical color coded bars are used in the graph for reference to indicate the location
of the dissimilar metal Inconel weld and the secondary stainless steel weld. The graph is similar to that of
the surge nozzle, in which the stresses on the inner diameter of the dissimilar metal weld are highly
tensile before the secondary stainless steel weld. They are greatly reduced by the stainless steel weld and
are further reduced in the butter area by the MSIP. Though the MSIP actually increases the stresses
slightly in the area of the dissimilar metal weld, the overall effect is the increase in compression in the
area of the butter.
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Figure 53. Safety Nozzle Inner Diameter Axial Stress Path
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Figure 54. Safety Nozzle Inner Diameter Axial Stresses Along Length of the Pipe at the Inside
Surface

Figure 55 and Figure 56 show the through thickness hoop stress along the path indicated. The
graph shows that the dissimilar metal weld hoop stress is greatly reduced by the secondary stainless steel
weld. The MSIP further reduces the hoop stress through the thickness and places it in compression
through half the thickness, but the improvement at the inner diameter is less pronounced than elsewhere
through the thickness.
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Figure 55. Safety Nozzle Through Thickness Hoop Stress Path

Figure 56. Safety Nozzle through Thickness Hoop Stresses
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Figure 57 and Figure 58 show the inner diameter hoop stress along the path indicated. The hoop
stress is uniformly reduced by the MSIP in the area of the butter layer and the dissimilar metal weld. It is
interesting to note that the hoop stress remains in tension at 138 MPa (20 ksi) in the butter region even
after the MSIP is applied for this geometry.

Figure 57. Safety Nozzle Inner Diameter Hoop Stress Path
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Figure 58. Safety Nozzle Inner Diameter Hoop Stresses Along Length of Pipe at Inside Surface
Figure 59 through Figure 61 show the effect of operating pressure and temperature on the axial
and hoop stresses through the thickness of the safety nozzle. The stress contour plot shows the path used
to describe the through thickness stresses. For this geometry, the standard operating pressure of 15.5 MPa
(2,250 psi) was applied and then an operating temperature of 322 C (611F) was added. The axial stresses
are increased only slightly by the application of operating pressure and temperature. As seen before, the
hoop stresses are increased uniformly with the inner diameter remaining in compression at this cross
section.
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Figure 59. Safety Nozzle Axial Stresses with Operating Pressure and Temperature

Figure 60. Safety Nozzle Post-MSIP Axial Stresses with Operating Pressure and Temperature
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Figure 61. Safety Nozzle Post-MSIP Hoop Stresses with Operating Pressure and Temperature

4.1.4 Sensitivity Analyses
Several sensitivities studies were conducted to evaluate the effect of different variables on the
efficacy of the MSIP. The majority of the sensitivity studies were confined to the surge nozzle model
because it had the most complex geometry and number of welded areas. The sensitivity analyses
conducted as part of this effort included:
The boundary conditions at the ends of the modeled section were varied to find the effect of the
boundary conditions on the MSIP results.
The effect of MSIP tool axial position with respect to the dissimilar metal weld was examined for
all three of the geometries. The tool was moved axially away from the original position by 13 mm (0.5
inches), 25 mm (1.0 inches) and 50 mm (2.0 inches) for each case and the results compared.
The effect of the amount of MSIP permanent deformation was examined for the surge nozzle
geometry. The standard permanent deformation desired is 1.0% and in this study the results of 0.5%,
1.5%, 2.0% and 3.0% permanent deformation were compared.
The effect of MSIP tool axial length was also examined for the surge nozzle geometry. The initial
length was increased by 13 mm (0.5 inches), 25 mm (1.0 inches) and 50 mm (2.0 inches) and the results
compared.
The effect of the secondary stainless steel weld was examined for the surge nozzle geometry. The
weld residual stresses developed by the secondary stainless steel weld were eliminated from the finished
weldment and the final stress state was examined. The efficacy of the MSIP was examined for this case as
well.
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Artificial 360 degree circumferential cracks were forced to grow through 75% of the dissimilar
metal weld thickness. Crack opening behavior was recorded and crack tip stress intensity factor was
calculated for the situations in which a crack was forced to grow in the weld before the MSIP was
applied, and after the MSIP was applied. These evaluations were done for each of the three geometries
considered with two different crack positions. The calculations were done with the crack forced to grow
at the interface of the butter and the dissimilar metal weld, and also calculated for the position between
the carbon steel nozzle material and the butter layer.
Finally, an evaluation of the differences between a two dimensional axi-symmetric application of
the MSIP and a three dimensional application of the process was evaluated. A three dimensional model of
the surge nozzle geometry and MSIP tool was created. The non-axi-symmetric effects of the three
dimensional MSIP were recorded and compared with test data. The effects of the subsequent application
of operating temperature, pressure, and bending moment were examined.

4.1.4.1 Boundary Conditions
The effect of boundary conditions on the section of surge nozzle examined was found to have
minimal effect on the MSIP results. The length of the surge nozzle model was 2.03 m (80 inches) with the
dissimilar metal weld in the middle of that length.
The left end of the model was fixed and the right end of the model was free for all of the analyses
except the cases in which the operating temperature was applied to the model. In this case, the radial
direction boundary condition was also freed to allow unconstrained thermal expansion which would
simulate uniform thermal expansion in the actual installation.
Sensitivity studies were performed to examine the effect of boundary condition constraints and
placement.
In the first study, the left side boundary conditions were moved 0.58 m (23 inches) closer to the
dissimilar metal weld with little effect.
In the second study the left side was constrained as always while the right side of the pipe, 1.02 m
(40 inches) from the dissimilar metal weld, was fully constrained throughout the MSIP, and then the
radial constraint was released for the application of operating temperature loads. The effect in the
stainless steel pipe to the right of the dissimilar metal weld was noticeable, but the stresses at the inner
diameter surface of the surge nozzle dissimilar metal weld were only slightly changed. The fixed right
end gave the stainless steel pipe a compressive stress of 103 MPa (15 ksi) while the MSIP was applied
and 90 MPa (13 ksi) after it was released. Once operating pressure was applied, and the right end was not
free to move axially, the compressive stress in the stainless steel pipe increased to 138 MPa (20 ksi). The
dissimilar metal weld area was already put in a state of yielding compression by the MSIP, and the
additional strain caused by the MSIP of approximately 0.1% strain did not change the compressive
stresses (1.2 mm [0.046 inches] axial growth due to MSIP in the free boundary condition case).
These studies showed that the MSIP has a very localized effect, and that the boundary conditions
used for all of the studies were appropriate.

4.1.4.2 Effect of Clamp Location (Distance from DMW Centerline)
The effect of MSIP tool axial position with respect to the dissimilar metal weld was examined for
all three of the geometries studied. The tool was moved axially away from the original position by 13 mm
(0.5 inches), 25 mm (1.0 inches) and 50 mm (2.0 inches) for each case and the results examined.
Figure 62 and Figure 63 show the axial stress results for the hot leg MSIP tool axial position
sensitivity study. The finite element mesh was eliminated from the stress contour plot in Figure 62
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because the mesh density made the stress contours too difficult to see clearly. The stress plots show little
change with the position of the MSIP tool, and the graph gives an even better representation. The inner
diameter compression stress diminishes from -179 MPa (-26 ksi) to -131 MPa (-19 ksi) when the MSIP
tool is moved a full 50 mm (2.0 inches) from its original position. Even with this large shift in the tool
location, the original inner diameter tensile stress was reduced 414 MPa (60 ksi) by the MSIP instead of
455 MPa (66 ksi); a reduction in effectiveness of only 9%.
The application of the MSIP tool, in reality, is done after careful measuring and marking of the
pipe to be treated. The tool is then put in place and aligned with markings on the pipe. It is difficult to
imagine how the tool could be misplaced from the position it was designed for unless some physical
obstacle prevented its proper placement.

Figure 62. Hot Leg Axial Stresses for MSIP Tool Position Sensitivity Study
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Figure 63. Hot Leg through Thickness Axial Stresses for MSIP Tool Position Sensitivity Study
The same MSIP axial position sensitivity study was done on the surge nozzle geometry. The tool
was moved 13 mm (0.5 inches), 25 mm (1.0 inch) and 50 mm (2.0 inches) from its original position at 38
mm (1.5 inches) away from the dissimilar metal weld centerline. The same amount of displacement for
the MSIP tool on the surge nozzle had a greater effect than on the hot leg geometry.
Figure 64 and Figure 65 show the axial stresses associated with the MSIP tool move. The graph
shows that the initial move of 13 mm (0.5 inches) and 25 mm (1.0 inch) do not change the effectiveness
of the MSIP by more than a few ksi, but the MSIP tool move to 50 mm (2.0 inches) away from its
original position negates any benefit from the MSIP application.
It should be noted again that the application of the MSIP tool, in reality, is done after careful
measuring and marking of the pipe to be treated. It is difficult to imagine how the tool could be misplaced
from the position for which it was designed unless some physical obstacle prevented its proper placement.
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Figure 64. Surge Nozzle Axial Stress for MSIP Tool Position Sensitivity Study
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Figure 65. Surge Nozzle through Thickness Axial Stresses for MSIP Tool Position Sensitivity Study
The same MSIP axial position sensitivity study was done on the safety nozzle geometry. The tool
was moved 13 mm (0.5 inches), 25 mm (1.0 inch) and 50 mm (2.0 inches) from its original position at 25
mm (1.0 inch) away from the dissimilar metal weld centerline. The same amount of displacement for the
MSIP tool on the safety nozzle had a greater effect than on the hot leg geometry.
Figure 66 and Figure 67 show the axial stresses associated with the MSIP tool move. The graph
shows that any change of the MSIP position increases the stresses on the inner diameter of the dissimilar
metal weld. The original effect of the MSIP at this cross section did not improve the axial stresses at the
inner diameter at this cross section as shown previously in Figure 52. For the safety nozzle, moving the
MSIP tool makes matters worse, however, the stresses remain strongly in compression.
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Figure 66. Safety Nozzle Axial Stresses for MSIP Tool Position Sensitivity Study
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Figure 67. Safety Nozzle through Thickness Axial Stresses for MSIP Tool Position Sensitivity Study

4.1.4.3 Effect of the Amount of Squeeze on the MSIP Results
A sensitivity study was performed on the surge nozzle geometry in which the amount of MSIP
squeeze was progressively increased. Results were compared for 0.5% permanent deformation, the
standard 1.0% permanent deformation, and then 1.5%, 2.0% and 3.0% permanent deformation. The axial
stress results are shown in Figure 68 and Figure 69. The figures show several interesting results. In the
stress contour plot one can see the compressive stress region increase in depth toward the centerline of the
wall thickness as the outer diameter tensile stress does the same thing. The area of highly compressive
stress on the inner diameter also progresses leftward to cover the entire area of the butter transition to the
carbon steel nozzle as the permanent deformation is increased.
The graph shows that, for the cross section examined, the inner diameter stress and the outer
diameter stress remain the same, through the stress through the thickness changes with increased
permanent deformation. The graph shows a rotation of the axial stress curve about a central point which is
about a third of the way through the thickness from the inner surface. Though increased permanent
deformation increases the compressive stresses on the inner half of the wall thickness, the increased
compression also makes the transition to tension stress occur closer to the centerline of the wall thickness.
The MSIP application is done carefully with measurement of the pipe done before and after the
squeeze. The initial MSIP squeeze is displacement controlled by shims so as not to over squeeze the pipe.
After an initial squeeze, the pipe is measured again, and if the desired 1.0% permanent deformation is not
achieved, the shims are adjusted, and the pipe is squeezed a second time. This study shows that a slight
over squeeze would not produce detrimental results, and the application procedure assures that an under
squeeze will not be tolerated.
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Figure 68. Surge Nozzle MSIP Squeeze Study

Figure 69. Surge Nozzle MSIP Squeeze Study through Thickness Axial Stresses
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4.1.4.4 Effect of Clamp Size/Geometry on the MSIP Results
A fourth sensitivity study was performed on the surge nozzle geometry in which the length of the
MSIP tool was increased, but the distance of the edge of the tool to the centerline of the dissimilar metal
weld to be treated was held constant.
The standard tool squeezed over a contact area 63 mm (2.5 inches) long which skipped the area of
the crown of the secondary stainless steel weld. The total length of the standard surge nozzle MSIP tool
was 4.0 inches (100 mm). The length of the tool was increased 13 mm (0.5 inches), 25 mm (1.0 inch) and
50 mm (2.0 inches) and the axial stress results were plotted and graphed in Figure 70 and Figure 71. Both
the stress contour plot and the graph show that the length of the tool away from the weld to be treated is
of little significance. Increased length of the MSIP tool would increase the force required to deform the
pipe, but would have little effect on the results. The amount of squeeze and the distance that the edge of
the tool is away from the weld to be treated are the variables with the most effect.

Figure 70. Surge Nozzle MSIP Tool Length Study
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Figure 71. Surge Nozzle MSIP Tool Length Study through Thickness Axial Stresses

4.1.4.5 Effect of Second Stainless Steel Weld on the MSIP Results
The surge nozzle and safety nozzle geometries studied each have a secondary stainless steel weld
in close proximity to the dissimilar metal weld. The secondary stainless steel weld connects that stainless
steel safe end component to the stainless steel piping system.
The welding of the dissimilar metal weld itself produces high inner diameter axial tensile stresses
in the area of the dissimilar metal weld. These high stresses are greatly reduced by the application of the
secondary stainless steel weld as shown in Figure 38 and Figure 51. In this study, the safe end and
stainless steel pipe were added to the nozzle with only the dissimilar metal weld. The safe end and pipe
were added as one component without the effect of the residual stresses due to the secondary stainless
steel weld.
Figure 72 shows a comparison of the axial stresses in the range of -414 MPa (-60 ksi) to 414 MPa
(60 ksi) for the surge nozzle geometry with and without the weld residual stresses of the secondary
stainless steel weld. The left column of stress contour plots shows the results after the secondary stainless
steel weld, after the application of the MSIP, and then after the application of operating temperature and
pressure. The right column of stress contour plots shows the same results, but with the original stress state
produced by only the butter layer and the dissimilar metal weld and without the effect of the secondary
stainless steel weld. The top right figure shows that the inner diameter axial stresses are highly tensile
under the dissimilar metal weld for the case without the secondary stainless steel weld. However, the axial
stress results after the MSIP has been applied are almost identical for the case with and without the
secondary stainless steel weld residual stresses. The stresses in the case without the stainless steel weld
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are slightly less compressive, but the MSIP has nonetheless produced a significant improvement in the
inner diameter stress state.

Figure 72. Surge Nozzle Axial Stress Comparison with and without Secondary Stainless Steel Weld
It was thought appropriate to perform an MSIP position sensitivity study on the geometry without
the secondary stainless steel weld since the stress improvement between the pre-MSIP and post-MSIP
state was so much different than in the standard case. Figure 73 and Figure 74 show the axial stress results
from the study. The MSIP position was moved away from the dissimilar metal weld from the standard
position by 13 mm (0.5 inches), 25 mm (1.0 inch) and 50 mm (2.0 inches). The results shown in the stress
contour plot, and more dramatically in the graph are similar to those found in Figure 63 for the single
dissimilar metal welded hot leg geometry. The stress improvement decreases more quickly than in the
surge nozzle geometry in which the secondary stainless steel weld is in place, but the MSIP effect remains
beneficial even with a large position change. In the case shown in Figure 65 for the standard surge nozzle
geometry, the MSIP benefit disappeared after the MSIP tool was moved 50 mm (2.0 inches) away from
the dissimilar metal weld from its standard position. For the case without the secondary stainless steel
weld, the benefit remains even with such a large tool move. Even with the MSIP tool moved 50 mm (2.0
inches) from its standard position, there is a 345 MPa (50 ksi) stress decrease on the inner diameter of the
surge nozzle dissimilar metal weld. Though the inner diameter stress is tensile when the tool is moved 50
mm (2.0 inches) off position, it still produces a dramatically beneficial effect.
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Figure 73. Surge Nozzle MSIP Position Study without SS Weld

Figure 74. Surge Nozzle MSIP Tool Position Study through Thickness Axial Stresses without
Secondary Stainless Steel Weld
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4.2 Results of Crack Opening/Growth Analyses
One concern with the MSIP is the effect it would have on undetected cracks. The process is
technically only applicable in locations that can be inspected and that are shown to have circumferential
cracks where the lengths add to no longer than 10% of the circumference and are no deeper than 30% of
the wall thickness [7, 8].
Three sets of analyses were performed for two crack locations in each of the three geometries
studied. The three crack growth scenarios are summarized below:
Crack Growth Æ Operating Pressure and Temperature
Crack Growth Æ MSIP Æ Operating Pressure and Temperature
MSIP Æ Operating Pressure and Temperature Æ Crack Growth
In all cases, cracks 75% of the thickness and 100% of the circumference were modeled to
simulate the situation in which a very large crack went undetected. A full 360 degree internal surface
crack 75% of the pipe wall thickness should be detected of course, so this analysis is quite conservative.
Circumferential cracks have been found to occur in the Inconel weld and at the interface between the
Inconel butter layer and the A508 nozzle material, but none have been found to have progressed to greater
than 30% of the wall thickness. Both crack locations were analyzed in the hot leg, surge nozzle and spray
nozzle geometries. Cracks between the butter layer and the dissimilar metal weld will be designated as
crack location 1 (Crack1), and those between the carbon steel nozzle material and the butter will be
designated as crack position 2 (Crack2) in the figure captions.
The cracks were introduced into the analyses using the ABAQUS crack propagation analysis
procedure. The crack surfaces were defined allowing for self contact and surface interaction properties
including friction in areas of crack closure. A coefficient of friction of 0.15 was used for the analysis so
that the crack surfaces would not have frictionless contact. It is assumed that the true coefficient of
friction between surfaces in a PWSCC would be much higher than this value. The crack was forced to
grow in 1.25 mm (0.05 inches) steps so that the crack tip stress intensity factor could be calculated as the
crack grew. For each geometry, the axial and hoop stress will be shown before the crack was introduced,
after the crack was introduced, and after the MSIP. The figures will show an exaggerated displacement
plot so as to visualize the crack opening behavior in each case. In all cases, it will be shown that an axial
crack should arrest when it reaches the area of compressively stressed material near the middle of the wall
thickness if subjected solely to welding residual stresses.
There are three types of loading that a crack can experience as described by Anderson [10]. In
Mode I loading the principal load is applied normal to the crack plane and tends to open the crack. This is
the primary mode affecting circumferential cracks in the geometry studied here. Mode II describes inplane shear loading that tends to slide one crack face with respect to the other, and Mode III loading refers
to out-of-plane shear loading. Neither of these latter two loading modes are major contributors to crack
growth in this case. Mode II effects are small in these models, and Mode III effects are nonexistent in an
axi-symmetric model.
The stress intensity factor at the crack tip, KI can be described by Equation 4 for this case. The
stress intensity factor is derived from the energy release rate as calculated by GI and described by Krueger
in [11]. Of interest are the values for the stress intensity factor (K) before and after the MSIP, and as the
crack is forced to grow.
The use of Equation 4 is based on the well known crack closure integral (CCI) equations first
introduced by Rybicki and Kanninen [12] and summarized by Krueger [11]. This is an approximation
since it must be assumed that the crack grows mainly in an elastic field (no additional plasticity (or
minimal plasticity) occurs during growth). This is typically the assumption made in modeling stress
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corrosion crack (SCC) growth in residual stress fields where the SCC growth law is governed by the
stress intensity factor (K). There is some emerging controversy in the field as to the validity of this
assumption, however, in the present analyses, minimal plasticity did occur during crack growth.
Reference [13] compares KI values calculated via CCI and also using the finite element alternating
method for cracks in residual stress fields. The comparisons were quite good.
The values of the stress intensity factor before and after the MSIP have been calculated at the
crack tip 75% through the thickness of the pipe using Equation 4 for each geometry. The stress intensity
factor of the crack is made much greater by the MSIP for a very deep crack 75% of the wall thickness.
However, the likelihood of very deep circumferential cracks in these types of weld residual stress fields
where there is a secondary stainless steel weld in close proximity is thought to be small. The EPRI has
published a Materials Reliability Program (MRP) report addressing, among other things, crack growth
due to PWSCC in Inconel Alloy 82/182 welds [7]. Equation 5 is a deterministic crack growth model for
Inconel Alloy 82/182 weld metal material and was based on a statistical evaluation of the worldwide set
of available laboratory test data for these materials using controlled fracture mechanics specimens. The
equation development is discussed in more detail in Reference 8. The equation is used to convert the
stress intensity factor into a crack growth rate. For convenience, in this report, the instantaneous crack
growth rate is reported in terms of years required to break through the remaining thickness of material,
assuming that the crack growth rate remains constant.
For very deep cracks, beyond 60% through wall, the MSIP makes the situation worse. However,
it bears repeating, that with the exception of the recent experience at Crystal River [9] no circumferential
cracks greater than 30 percent of the wall thickness have been found in service, and that inspection is
required to show this fact before the MSIP is applied.
Subsequent analyses in which the crack was allowed to grow after operating pressure and
temperature were applied show that the circumferential crack will only grow to 35% of the wall thickness
because the axial compressive weld residual stresses developed toward the middle of the pipe thickness
prevent further growth. Figures showing the calculation of the stress intensity factor, K versus crack depth
will be shown for each geometry and crack location. The stress intensity factor K goes to zero as the crack
length approaches 30% of the pipe thicknesses in all cases. The crack should self-arrest at this location.
Furthermore, the analysis in which the crack was forced to grow at operating pressure and
temperature, but after the MSIP was applied shows that the compressive stresses created by the process
should prevent the crack from initiating at all.

4.2.1 Hot Leg – Crack1
The crack behavior analyses will be shown in the same order as the previous analyses. The results
from the hot leg will be discussed first, followed by the surge nozzle results, and then the safety nozzle
results.
The first three cases examined have the simulated crack located at the interface between the
butter layer and the dissimilar metal weld in the hot leg geometry as shown in Figure 75.
In the first case, the crack is forced to grow to 75% of the way through the thickness and then
operating temperature and pressure are applied with no MSIP. Figure 76 shows the axial stress in the hot
leg after the crack was forced to grow and operating loads were applied. The exaggerated displacement
plot shows that the crack would open at the inner diameter and then close by itself somewhere in the
middle of the thickness, and then open again once it reached the tensile stress field toward the outer
diameter of the pipe. It is theoretically impossible for the crack to grow beyond the zone where it is forced
closed by the welding residual stresses without external forces well beyond normal operating loads. By
themselves, these plots are interesting, but do not tell us anything about the MSIP. Some useful
information can be gathered from this model by calculating the stress intensity factor with Equation 4 and
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the predicted crack growth rate as calculated by Equation 5. The crack growth rate equation gives a very
small number so this rate was converted into a more easily graspable number of years required to grow
through the remaining thickness of the pipe at the currently predicted crack growth rate.

Figure 75. Hot Leg Crack through Butter/Weld Interface (Crack1)

Figure 76. Hot Leg Axial Stresses with Crack before MSIP
Figure 77 shows the stress intensity factor in (ksi-in½) units for the Crack1 location in the hot leg
geometry. The stress intensity factor is used to calculate the crack growth rate due to PWSCC. One can
see that the stress intensity factor is high at the inner diameter and gets higher through the thickness until
its value drops off to zero at about a third of the way through the wall thickness of the pipe. When forced
beyond the area where the stress intensity factor naturally goes to zero, the value begins to increase again
at about 70% of the way through the pipe for this geometry and crack location.
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Since Equation 5 for crack growth rate is linear with the stress intensity factor, the equation
predicts that the crack growth would be zero after the crack reaches 30% of the wall thickness in this
stress field made up of weld residual stresses and operating temperature and pressure.
To put the crack growth rate values into understandable terms, they were converted into units of
(years to grow through the remaining thickness) at a particular depth. For this geometry and loading case,
the initiated crack at the inner diameter has a stress intensity factor of K = 17.1 MPa-m½ (15.6 ksi-in½) and
would grow through the remaining pipe thickness in 14 years at its predicted growth rate. At its peak
stress intensity factor at 15% of the way through the thickness, K = 33.6 MPa-m½ (30.6 ksi-in½) and the
time required to grow through the thickness was greatly reduced to 4 years. From a third of the way
through the thickness to 70% of the way through the wall, the crack arrests and will not grow through the
thickness. If artificially forced to grow further, the stress intensity factor at 75% of the way through the
wall thickness is K = 4.3 MPa-m½ (3.9 ksi-in½) and the crack growth rate predicts 34 years to grow
through the remaining wall thickness.

Figure 77. Hot Leg Crack1 Stress Intensity Factors before MSIP
The second crack scenario studied subjects the existing crack to the MSIP and then applies the
operating pressure and temperature. Figure 78 shows the axial stress in the hot leg geometry after welding
is complete, after Crack1 is introduced 75% through the thickness and after the MSIP has been
performed. The figure shows an exaggerated (100x) displacement plot of the crack profile before
operating pressure and temperature are applied. One can see the difference between the crack profiles in
this case, and in the case in which operating pressure and temperature are applied before MSIP. In both
cases the crack at the inner diameter opens to about one third of the pipe wall thickness before being
forced closed by the welding residual compressive stresses. The tip at 75% through the thickness does not
open as much before operating pressure and temperature are applied.
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After application of the MSIP, the inner diameter is put in compression and the crack mouth is
forced closed. The crack tip which is at 75% through thickness is put into a more tensile field and is
opened more by the MSIP application. Figure 79 compares the axial stresses at room temperature and
pressure to those at operating pressure and temperature. The inner diameter compression is reduced by
operating loads, but the compression stresses remain, and the crack mouth remains closed.

Figure 78. Hot Leg Axial Stresses after Crack1 and after MSIP

Figure 79. Hot Leg Axial Stresses after Crack1 MSIP and Operating Loads
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Figure 80 and Figure 81 show the hoop stress equivalent of the previous two figures. Notice that
hoop stress is greatly reduced by the MSIP application, and remains low after the application of operating
pressure and temperature.

Figure 80. Hot Leg Hoop Stresses after Crack1 and after MSIP

Figure 81. Hot Leg Hoop Stresses after Crack1 MSIP and Operating Loads
Figure 82 shows the crack opening displacement predicted for the hot leg 360 degree
circumferential crack before and after the MSIP, and then after this the MSIP is applied and with
operating pressure and temperature applied. The graph shows that the crack would freely open to a depth
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of approximately 15 mm (0.6 inches) due to welding residual stresses and would then be closed until
opening slightly again at a depth of about 33 mm (1.3 inches). After the MSIP has been applied, the crack
is forced closed on the inside surface and remains closed, and the crack tip is forced open in
approximately equal magnitudes. When operating pressure and temperature are applied, the crack profile
remains the same, but increases in value 14%.

Figure 82. Hot Leg Crack1 Crack Opening Displacements before and after MSIP
The results from the final scenario for crack position 1 are shown in Figure 83. MSIP was applied
to an uncracked pipe, and then operating pressure and temperature were applied. For this scenario, a crack
was forced to grow in the post-MSIP residual stress field. This figure shows that the crack remains firmly
closed for the first 60% of the thickness and then opens beyond this point as a result of the MSIP
increasing the axial tension stresses toward the outer diameter of the pipe.
Figure 84 shows a summary stress intensity factor plot which shows the results for all three
scenarios. The blue curve is the same as that shown in Figure 77 and shows the stress intensity factor at
operating pressure and temperature for a crack that grows to 75% of the wall thickness prior to the
application of the MSIP. The orange diamond indicates the stress intensity factor of a 75% through wall
crack for this case. The red square indicates the stress intensity factor for this same 75% through wall
crack after MSIP has been applied to it. The crack growth rate equation predicts that the 75% through
wall crack would grow through the remaining wall thickness in 34 years if left untreated by the MSIP.
Conversely, if the weld were treated with the MSIP, the K value for the postulated 75% deep crack would
increase to K = 51.3 MPa-m½ (46.7 ksi-in½) and the postulated crack would be predicted to grow through
the remaining wall in 1 year. The green line on the graph shows the stress intensity factor calculated for
the case in which the MSIP is applied to an uncracked pipe and then the crack is forced to grow. The
stress intensity factor remains zero until 60% through the wall thickness and then grows to a value that is
between that of the untreated pipe and the MSIP treated pipe with an existing 75% through wall crack.
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All results indicate that a circumferential crack in an untreated hot leg should not grow beyond a
third of the wall thickness before being stopped by the compressive weld residual stresses in the structure.
In the very unlikely event that a crack is formed beyond this depth to beyond 60% of the wall thickness, it
would be made much worse by the MSIP. Other than this unlikely scenario, the MSIP will prevent new
cracks from forming, and will close existing cracks that are less than 60% through wall.

Figure 83. Hot Leg Axial Stresses after Crack1 Forced to Grow after MSIP and Operating Loads
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Figure 84. Hot Leg Crack1 Stress Intensity Factors for all Cases

4.2.2 Hot Leg – Crack2
The same three crack growth scenarios were examined for a crack between the A508 carbon steel
nozzle material and the butter layer. This will be noted as crack position 2 (Crack2) as shown in Figure
85. The same three crack scenarios were considered as before.
In the first scenario, the crack is forced to grow to 75% of the way through the thickness and then
operating temperature and pressure are applied with no MSIP. Figure 86 shows the axial stress in the hot
leg after the crack was forced to grow and operating loads were applied. The exaggerated displacement
plot shows that the crack would open at the inner diameter and then close by itself somewhere in the
middle of the thickness and remain closed unlike the Crack1 position which tended to open again deeper
into the pipe thickness. Again, it is theoretically impossible for the crack to grow beyond the zone where
it is forced closed by the welding residual stresses without external forces well beyond normal operating
loads. Useful information can be gathered from the stress intensity factor as calculated by Equation 4 and
the predicted crack growth rate as calculated by Equation 5. As done in the previous example, the crack
growth rate will be given in terms of years required to grow through the remaining thickness if the current
growth rate was maintained.
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Figure 85. Hot Leg Crack through A508/Butter Interface (Crack2)

Figure 86. Hot Leg Axial Stresses with Crack2 before MSIP
Figure 87 shows the stress intensity factor in (ksi-in½) units for the Crack2 location in the hot leg
geometry. The stress intensity factor is used to calculate the crack growth rate due to PWSCC. One can
see that the stress intensity factor is high at the inner diameter and gets higher through the thickness until
its value drops off to zero at about a third of the way through the wall thickness of the pipe. This result is
similar to that found for the Crack1 position except that the stress intensity factor does not increase again
once it has decreased to zero at a third of the way through the thickness.
Since Equation 5 for crack growth rate is linear with the stress intensity factor, the equation
predicts that the crack growth would be zero after the crack reaches 30% of the wall thickness in this
stress field made up of the weld residual stresses and operating temperature and pressure induced stresses.
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To put the crack growth rate values into understandable terms, they were converted into units of
(years to grow through remaining thickness) at a particular depth. For this geometry and loading case, the
initiated crack at the inner diameter has a stress intensity factor of K = 16.8 MP-m½ (15.3 ksi-in½) and
would grow through the remaining pipe thickness in 16 years at its predicted growth rate. At its peak
stress intensity factor at 11% of the way through the wall thickness, K = 24.6 MPa-m½ (22.4 ksi-in½) and
the years required to grow through the thickness are greatly reduced to 8 years. However, from a practical
standpoint from a third of the way through the wall, the crack arrests and will not grow through the
thickness.

Figure 87. Hot Leg Stress Intensity Factors before MSIP for Crack2 Location
The second crack scenario studied subjects this crack to the MSIP and then applies the operating
pressure and temperature. Figure 88 shows the axial stress in the hot leg geometry after welding is
complete, after Crack2 is introduced 75% through the thickness and after the MSIP has been performed.
The figure shows an exaggerated (100x) displacement plot of the crack profile before the operating
pressure and temperature are applied.
After application of the MSIP, the inner diameter is put in compression and the crack mouth is
forced closed. The crack tip which is at 75% through thickness is put into a more tensile field and is
opened by the MSIP application. Figure 89 compares the axial stresses at room temperature and pressure
(post-MSIP) to those at operating pressure and temperature (post-MSIP). The inner diameter compression
is reduced by the operating loads, but the compression stresses remain, and the crack mouth remains
closed.
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Figure 88. Hot Leg Axial Stresses after Crack2 and after MSIP

Figure 89. Hot Leg Axial Stresses after Crack2 MSIP and Operating Loads
Figure 90 and Figure 91 show the hoop stress equivalent of the previous two figures. Notice that
hoop stress is greatly reduced by the MSIP application, and remains low after the application of operating
pressure and temperature.
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Figure 90. Hot Leg Hoop Stresses after Crack2 and after MSIP

Figure 91. Hot Leg Hoop Stresses after Crack2 MSIP and Operating Loads
Figure 92 shows the crack opening displacement predicted for the hot leg 360 degree
circumferential crack before and after the MSIP, and then after the operating pressure and temperature are
applied. The graph shows that the untreated crack (no MSIP) would be open for about one third of the
thickness due to welding residual stresses and would then be closed for the remainder of the cracked
surface. After the MSIP has been applied, the crack mouth at the inside surface is forced closed, and the
crack tip is forced open with the crack tip opening to about half the original untreated crack mouth
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opening displacement. When operating pressure and temperature are applied, the crack profile remains
the same, but increases in value by 20%.

Figure 92. Hot Leg Crack2 Crack Opening Displacements Before and After the MSIP
The results for the final scenario for crack position 2 are shown in Figure 93. MSIP was applied
to an uncracked pipe, and then operating pressure and temperature were applied. For this scenario, the
crack was then forced to grow through the post-MSIP weld residual stress field. This figure shows that
the crack remains closed for the first 60% of the thickness and then is forced to open beyond this point by
the MSIP as a result of the increased axial tension stresses toward the outer diameter of the pipe due to the
MSIP.
Figure 94 shows a summary stress intensity factor plot which shows the results for all three
scenarios. The blue curve is the same as that shown in Figure 87 and shows the stress intensity factor at
operating pressure and temperature for a crack that is forced to grow to 75% of the wall thickness without
MSIP. The fact that the blue curve goes to zero at 30% through the wall thickness and stays there, means
that the stress intensity factor at the forced crack tip at 75% of the way through the thickness is also zero.
This is indicated by the location of the orange dot. The red square indicates the stress intensity factor for
this same 75% through wall crack after the MSIP has been applied. The crack growth rate equation shows
that the untreated 75% deep through wall crack would never grow through the remaining wall thickness.
Conversely, if there was a 75% deep crack present which was treated using the MSIP, then the K value
would increase to 34.2 MPa-m½ (31.1 ksi-in½) and would be predicted to grow through the remaining wall
in 1 year. The green line on the graph shows the stress intensity factor calculated for the case in which the
MSIP is applied to an uncracked pipe and then the crack is forced to grow. The stress intensity factor
remains zero until 60% through the wall thickness and then grows to a value that is between that of the
untreated pipe and the MSIP treated pipe with an existing 75% through wall crack.
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All results indicate that a circumferential crack in an untreated hot leg should not grow beyond a
third of the wall thickness before being stopped by the compressive weld residual stresses in the structure.
In the very unlikely event that a crack is formed beyond this depth to beyond 60% of the wall thickness, it
would be made much worse by the MSIP. Other than this unlikely scenario, the MSIP will prevent new
cracks from forming, and will close existing cracks that are less than 60% through wall.

Figure 93. Hot Leg Axial Stresses after Crack2 Forced to Grow after MSIP and Operating Loads
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Figure 94. Hot Leg Crack2 Stress Intensity Factors for all Cases

4.2.3 Surge Nozzle – Crack1
As with the hot leg results, the first three cases examined have the simulated crack located at the
interface between the butter layer and the dissimilar metal weld in the surge nozzle geometry as shown in
Figure 95. The same three scenarios will be considered for the surge nozzle as were for the hot leg.
In the first scenario, the crack is forced to grow to 75% of the way through the thickness and then
operating temperature and pressure are applied with no MSIP. Figure 96 shows the axial stress in the
surge nozzle after the crack was forced to grow and operating loads were applied. The exaggerated
displacement plot shows that the crack would open at the inner diameter and then close by itself
somewhere in the middle of the thickness, and then open again once it reached the tensile stress field
toward the outer diameter of the pipe. It is impossible for the crack to grow beyond the zone where it is
forced closed by the welding residual stresses without external forces well beyond normal operating
loads. Some useful information that can be gathered from this model is the stress intensity factor as
calculated by Equation 4 and the predicted crack growth rate as calculated by Equation 5. The crack
growth rate equation gives a very small number so this rate was converted into a more easily graspable
number of years required to grow through the remaining thickness of the pipe assuming that the crack
growth remains constant through the remaining thickness.
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Figure 95. Surge Nozzle Crack through Butter/Weld Interface (Crack1)

Figure 96. Surge Nozzle Axial Stresses with Crack before MSIP
Figure 97 shows the stress intensity factor in (ksi-in½) units for the Crack1 location in the surge
nozzle geometry. The stress intensity factor is used to calculate the crack growth rate due to PWSCC.
Two stress intensity factor curves are shown in this graph to illustrate a comparison made between the
crack closure integral method and the finite element alternating method (FEAM) of calculating the stress
intensity factor. In all other cases in this report the stress intensity factor is calculated for the full 360
degree circumferential crack using the crack closure integral method described in Equation 4. A smaller
crack was modeled using the finite element alternating method in which an elliptical crack of aspect ratio
A1/A2 = 1.33 and centered at the inner diameter of the dissimilar metal weld at the Crack1 position, was
grown in depth while keeping the elliptical aspect ratio and the center point the same. The shorter
elliptical dimension (A1) represents the crack depth through the thickness while the term (A2) represents
the half crack length. The graph shows comparable stress intensity factors calculated with both of these
methods despite the difference in crack size. Reference [13] compares KI values calculated via the crack
closure integral method and also using the finite element alternating method for cracks in residual stress
fields. The comparisons were also quite good.
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One can see that the stress intensity factor is zero at the inner diameter and gets higher through
the thickness until its value drops off again to zero at 40% of the way through the wall thickness of the
pipe. The K value begins to increase again at about 70% of the way through the pipe for this geometry
and location.
Since Equation 5 for crack growth rate is linear with the stress intensity factor, the equation
predicts that the crack growth would be zero after the crack reaches 40% of the wall thickness in this
stress field made up of weld residual stresses and operating temperature and pressure.
To put the crack growth rate values into understandable terms, they were converted into units of
(years to grow through remaining thickness) at a particular depth. For this geometry and loading case, the
initiated crack at the inner diameter has a stress intensity factor of zero indicating that additional loading
would be required to initiate a stress corrosion crack. At its peak stress intensity factor at 31% of the way
through the thickness, K = 5.6 MPa-m½ (5.1 ksi-in½) and would predict a time of 124 years to grow
through the thickness. From 40% of the way through thickness to 70% of the way through the wall, the
crack arrests and will not grow through the thickness. If artificially forced to grow further, the stress
intensity factor at 75% of the way through the wall thickness is K = 8.9 MPa-m½ (8.1 (ksi-in½) and the
crack growth rate predicts 20 years to grow through the remaining wall thickness.

Figure 97. Surge Nozzle Crack1 Stress Intensity Factors before MSIP
The second crack scenario subjects this existing crack to the MSIP and then applies the operating
pressure and temperature.
Figure 98 shows the axial stress in the surge nozzle geometry after welding is complete, after
Crack1 is introduced 75% through the thickness and after the MSIP has been performed. The figure
shows an exaggerated (100x) displacement plot of the crack profile before operating pressure and
temperature are applied. One can see the difference between the crack profiles in this case, and in the case
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in which operating pressure and temperature are applied. In this case, the crack shows some shearing at
the inner diameter, but very little axial opening. The crack tip is opened at 75% through the thickness.
After application of the MSIP, the inner diameter is put in compression and the crack mouth is
forced closed. The crack tip which is at 75% through thickness is put into a more tensile field and is
opened more by the MSIP. Figure 99 compares the axial stresses at room temperature and pressure to
those at operating pressure and temperature. The inner diameter compression is reduced by operating
loads, but the compression stresses remain, and the crack mouth remains closed.

Figure 98. Surge Nozzle Axial Stresses after Crack1 and after MSIP
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Figure 99. Surge Nozzle Axial Stresses after Crack1 MSIP and Operating Loads
Figure 100 and Figure 101 show the hoop stress equivalent of the previous two figures. Notice
that hoop stress is greatly reduced by the MSIP application, and remains low after the application of
operating pressure and temperature.

Figure 100. Surge Nozzle Hoop Stresses after Crack1 and after MSIP
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Figure 101. Surge Nozzle Hoop Stresses after Crack1 MSIP and Operating Loads
Figure 102 shows the crack opening displacement predicted for the surge nozzle 360 degree
circumferential crack before and after the MSIP, and then with operating pressure and temperature
applied. The graph shows that the untreated crack (no MSIP) is closed at the inner diameter, and would
open very slightly to a depth of approximately 15 mm (0.6 inches) and then would be closed from that
point until it reaches a depth of approximately 28 mm (1.1 inches) where it would be again only slightly
open. After the MSIP has been applied, the crack mouth along the inside surface is forced closed further,
but the crack tip is forced open (approximately six times more than the crack opening for the untreated
pipe). When operating pressure and temperature are applied, the crack profile remains the same, but
increases in value 7%.
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Figure 102. Surge Nozzle Crack1 Crack Opening Displacements before and after MSIP
The results for the final scenario for Crack1 position are shown in Figure 103. MSIP was applied
to an uncracked pipe, and then operating pressure and temperature were applied. For this scenario, the
crack was forced to grow through the post-MSIP weld residual stress field. This figure shows that the
crack remains closed for the first 60% of the thickness and then is forced open beyond this point by the
MSIP as a result of the increased axial tension stresses toward the outer diameter of the pipe due to the
application of the MSIP.
Figure 104 shows a summary stress intensity factor plot which shows the results for all three
scenarios. The blue curve is the same as that shown in Figure 97 and shows the stress intensity factor at
operating pressure and temperature for an untreated crack (no MSIP) that grows to 75% of the wall
thickness. The orange diamond indicates the stress intensity factor of a 75% deep through wall crack for
this untreated case (no MSIP). The red square indicates the stress intensity factor for this same 75%
through wall crack after MSIP has been applied to it. The crack growth rate equation predicts that the
75% through wall crack that would grow through the remaining wall thickness in 20 years if left untreated
by the MSIP. Conversely, if the weld were treated, the K value of the 75% deep crack would increase to
28.4 MPa-m½ (25.8 ksi-in½) and would be predicted to grow through the wall in 3 years. The green line on
the graph shows the stress intensity factor calculated for the case in which the MSIP is applied to an
uncracked pipe and then the crack is forced to grow. The stress intensity factor remains zero until 60%
through the wall thickness and then grows to a value that is between that of the untreated pipe and the
MSIP treated pipe with an existing 75% through wall crack.
All results indicate that a circumferential crack in an untreated surge nozzle should not grow
beyond a third of the wall thickness before being stopped by the compressive weld residual stresses in the
structure. In the very unlikely event that a crack is formed beyond this depth to beyond 60% of the wall
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thickness, it would be made much worse by the MSIP. Other than this unlikely scenario, the MSIP will
prevent new cracks from forming, and will close existing cracks that are less than 60% through wall.

Figure 103. Surge Nozzle Axial Stress after Crack1 Forced to Grow after MSIP and Operating
Loads

Figure 104. Surge Nozzle Crack1 Stress Intensity Factor for all Cases
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4.2.4 Surge Nozzle – Crack2
The same three crack growth scenarios were examined for a crack between the A508 carbon steel
nozzle material and the butter layer. This will be noted as crack position 2 (Crack2) as shown in Figure
105.
In the first scenario, the crack is forced to grow to 75% of the way through the thickness and then
operating temperature and pressure are applied with no MSIP. Figure 106 shows the axial stress in the
surge nozzle after the crack was forced to grow and operating loads were applied. The exaggerated
displacement plot shows that the crack would open at the inner diameter and then close by itself
somewhere in the middle of the thickness. Again, it is impossible for the crack to grow beyond the zone
where it is forced closed by the welding residual stresses without external forces well beyond normal
operating loads. Some useful information can be gathered from the stress intensity factor as calculated by
Equation 4 and the predicted crack growth rate as calculated by Equation 5. As done in the previous
examples, the crack growth rate will be given in terms of years required to grow through the remaining
thickness assuming that the crack growth remains constant through the remaining thickness.

Figure 105. Surge Nozzle Crack through A508/Butter Interface (Crack2)

Figure 106. Surge Nozzle Axial Stresses with Crack2 before MSIP
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Figure 107 shows the stress intensity factor in (ksi-in½) units for the Crack2 location in the surge
nozzle geometry. The stress intensity factor is used to calculate the crack growth rate due to PWSCC. One
can see that the stress intensity factor is zero at the inner diameter and gets higher through the thickness
until its value drops off to zero at about a third of the way through the wall thickness of the pipe. This
result is similar to that found for the Crack1 position.
Since Equation 5 for the crack growth rate is linear with the stress intensity factor, the equation
predicts that the crack growth would be zero after the crack reaches 33% of the wall thickness in this
stress field which results from the weld residual stresses and operating temperature and pressure induced
stresses.
For this geometry and loading case, the initiated crack at the inner diameter has a stress intensity
factor of zero and would require additional loading to initiate a crack using the criterion developed for
Equation 5. At its peak stress intensity factor at 22% of the way through the thickness, K = 8.9 MPa-m½
(8.1 ksi-in½) and the time required for the crack to grow through the remaining thickness is 69 years.
Once the crack reaches a third of the way through the wall, the crack arrests and will not grow through the
thickness. If artificially forced to grow, the crack would start to open again at 70% through wall. At 75%
through wall, K = 6.6 MPa-m½ (6.0 ksi-in½) and the crack would be predicted to grow through the
remaining wall thickness in 34 years.

Figure 107. Surge Nozzle Crack2 Stress Intensity Factors before MSIP
The second crack scenario studied subjects this crack to the MSIP and then applies the operating
pressure and temperature.
Figure 108 shows the axial stress in the surge nozzle geometry after welding is complete, after the
Crack2 is introduced 75% through the thickness and after the MSIP has been performed. The figure
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shows an exaggerated (100x) displacement plot of the crack profile before operating pressure and
temperature are applied.
After application of the MSIP, the inner diameter is put in compression and the crack mouth is
forced closed. The crack tip which is at 75% through thickness is put into a more tensile field and is
opened by the MSIP application. Figure 109 compares the axial stresses at room temperature and pressure
(post-MSIP) to those at operating pressure and temperature (post-MSIP). The inner diameter compression
is reduced by the operating loads, but the compression stresses remain, and the crack mouth remains
closed on the inside surface.

Figure 108. Surge Nozzle Axial Stresses after Crack2 and after MSIP
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Figure 109. Surge Nozzle Axial Stresses after Crack2 MSIP and Operating Loads
Figure 110 and Figure 111 show the hoop stress equivalent of the previous two figures. Notice
that hoop stress is greatly reduced by the MSIP application, and remains low after the application of
operating pressure and temperature.

Figure 110. Surge Nozzle Hoop Stresses after Crack2 and after MSIP
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Figure 111. Surge Nozzle Hoop Stresses after Crack2 MSIP and Operating Loads
Figure 112 shows the crack opening displacement predicted for the surge nozzle 360 degree
circumferential crack before and after the MSIP, and then with operating pressure and temperature
applied. The graph shows that the crack would open to about one third of the thickness due to welding
residual stresses and would then be closed for the remainder of the cracked surface until it reached the
area of the tip beyond 60% through the thickness where it opens again. After the MSIP has been applied,
the crack mouth on the inside surface is forced closed, and the crack tip is forced open with the crack tip
opening about twice the original untreated crack mouth opening displacement (crack opening on the
inside surface before MSIP). When operating pressure and temperature are applied, the crack profile
remains the same, but increases in value 3%.
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Figure 112. Surge Nozzle Crack2 Crack Opening Displacements before and after MSIP
The results for the final scenario for Crack2 position are shown in Figure 113. The MSIP was
applied to an uncracked pipe, and then operating pressure and temperature were applied. For this scenario,
a crack was forced to grow in this post-MSIP weld residual stress field. This figure shows that the crack
remains firmly closed for the first 60% of the thickness and then opens beyond this point as a result of the
MSIP increased axial tension stresses toward the outer diameter of the pipe.
Figure 114 shows a summary stress intensity factor plot which shows the results for all three
scenarios. The blue curve is the same as that shown in Figure 107 and shows the stress intensity factor at
operating pressure and temperature for an untreated crack (no MSIP) that is grown to 75% of the wall
thickness. The fact that the blue curve goes to zero at 33% through the wall thickness and stays there until
70% through wall, indicates that the crack would not naturally progress into this region. The stress
intensity factor at the forced crack tip at 75% of the way through the thickness is K = 6.6 MPa-m½ (6.0
ksi-in½). This is indicated by the location of the orange dot. The red square indicates the stress intensity
factor for this same 75% through wall crack after MSIP has been applied to it. The crack growth rate
equation shows that the untreated (no-MSIP) 75% deep through wall crack would be predicted to grow
through the remaining wall thickness in 34 years. The K-value for the assumed 75% deep treated crack
(post-MSIP) would be 30.4 MPa-m½ (27.7 ksi-in½) and would be predicted to grow through the remaining
wall in 3 years. The green line on the graph shows the stress intensity factor calculated for the case in
which the MSIP is applied to an uncracked pipe and then the crack is forced to grow. The stress intensity
factor remains zero until 60% through the wall thickness and then grows to a value that is between that of
the untreated pipe and the MSIP treated pipe with an existing 75% through wall crack.
All results indicate that a circumferential crack in an untreated surge nozzle would not grow
beyond a third of the wall thickness before being stopped by the compressive weld residual stresses in the
structure. In the very unlikely event that a crack is formed beyond this depth to beyond 60% of the wall
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thickness, it would be made much worse by the MSIP. Other than this unlikely scenario, the MSIP will
prevent new cracks from forming, and will close existing cracks that are less than 60% through wall.

Figure 113. Surge Nozzle Axial Stresses after Crack2 Forced to Grow after MSIP and Operating
Loads

Figure 114. Surge Nozzle Crack2 Stress Intensity Factors for all Cases
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4.2.5 Surge Nozzle – Crack1 – Sensitivity Study without Secondary Stainless Steel Weld
An additional sensitivity study was done using the surge nozzle geometry with the crack forced to
grow at the interface between the butter layer and the dissimilar metal weld (Crack1) without the stress
reducing effects of the secondary stainless steel weld. In this study the standard three crack scenarios
were examined.
The results have already shown that the secondary stainless steel weld greatly reduces the inner
diameter axial stresses at the dissimilar metal weld. Figure 72 has shown that the additional tensile stress
caused by the removal of the secondary stainless steel weld is effectively removed with the MSIP
application. This study examines the crack behavior in the stress field created by the welding stresses and
the operating pressure and temperature.
Only a summary of the results will be shown here. Figure 115 shows the crack opening
displacement for the surge nozzle without the secondary stainless steel weld. The graph shows that the
crack would open to 60% of the wall thickness due to the welding residual stresses. The MSIP application
closes the crack mouth at the inside surface, and causes the crack tip to open only slightly in comparison
to the original untreated crack opening displacement.

Figure 115. Surge Nozzle Crack1 Crack Opening Displacements without Secondary Stainless Steel
Weld
Figure 116 shows a summary stress intensity factor plot which shows the results for all three
scenarios combined in one graph. The blue curve, as previously, represents the stress intensity factor at
operating pressure and temperature for a crack that is forced to grow to 75% of the wall thickness prior to
the application of the MSIP. The fact that the blue curve goes to zero at 62% through the wall thickness
and stays there until the forced crack tip is at 75% through wall indicates that the crack would not
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naturally grow into this region. The stress intensity factor at the forced crack tip at 75% of the way
through the thickness is zero in this case. This is indicated by the location of the orange dot. The red
square indicates the stress intensity factor for this same 75% through wall crack after MSIP has been
applied. After applying the MSIP, the stress intensity factor (K) would increase to 20.3 MPa-m½ (18.5 ksiin½) and would be predicted to grow through the wall in 6 years, assuming that the crack growth rate
remains constant through the wall thickness. The green line on the graph shows the stress intensity factor
calculated for the case in which the MSIP is applied to an uncracked pipe and then the crack is forced to
grow. The stress intensity factor remains zero until 60% through the wall thickness and then grows to a
value that is between that of the untreated pipe and the MSIP treated pipe with an existing 75% through
wall crack.
All results indicate that a circumferential crack in an untreated surge nozzle would not grow
beyond a third of the wall thickness before being stopped by the compressive weld residual stresses in the
structure for a standard design with a safe end and a secondary stainless steel weld, and would not grow
beyond 60% through wall without the secondary stainless steel weld. In the very unlikely event that a
circumferential crack would exist beyond this depth, it would be made much worse by the MSIP. Other
than this unlikely scenario, the MSIP is beneficial in that it will prevent new cracks from forming, and
will close existing cracks that are less than 60% through wall.

Figure 116. Surge Nozzle Crack1 Stress Intensity Factors without Secondary Stainless Steel Weld

4.2.6 Safety Nozzle – Crack1
As with the hot leg and surge nozzle results, the first three cases examined have the simulated
crack located at the interface between the butter layer and the dissimilar metal weld in the safety nozzle
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geometry as shown in Figure 117. The same three scenarios will be considered for the safety nozzle as
were for the hot leg and surge nozzle.
In the first scenario, the crack is forced to grow to 75% of the way through the thickness and then
operating temperature and pressure are applied with no MSIP. Figure 118 shows the axial stress in the
safety nozzle after the crack was forced to grow and operating loads were applied. The exaggerated
displacement plot shows that the crack would open only slightly at the inner diameter and then close by
itself somewhere in the middle of the thickness, and then open again once it reached the tensile stress
field toward the outer diameter of the pipe. It is impossible for the crack to grow beyond the zone where it
is forced closed by the welding residual stresses without external forces well beyond the normal operating
loads. Useful information can be gathered from this model by examining the stress intensity factor as
calculated by Equation 4 and the predicted crack growth rate as calculated by Equation 5. The crack
growth rate equation gives a very small number so this rate was converted into a more easily graspable
number of years required to grow through the remaining thickness of the pipe at the currently predicted
crack growth rate, i.e., by assuming that the crack growth remains constant through the remaining
thickness.

Figure 117. Safety Nozzle Crack through Butter/Weld Interface (Crack1)

Figure 118. Safety Nozzle Axial Stresses with Crack before MSIP
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Figure 119 shows the stress intensity factor in (ksi-in½) units for the Crack1 location in the safety
nozzle geometry. The stress intensity factor is used to calculate the crack growth rate due to PWSCC. One
can see that the stress intensity factor is zero at the inner diameter and gets higher through the thickness
until its value drops off to again to zero about a third of the way through the wall thickness of the pipe.
The value begins to increase again at about 60% of the way through the pipe for this geometry and
location.
To put the crack growth rate values into understandable terms, they were converted into units of
(years to grow through remaining thickness) at a particular depth. For this geometry and loading case, the
initiated crack at the inner diameter has a stress intensity factor of zero indicating that additional loading
would be required to initiate a stress corrosion crack. At its peak stress intensity factor at 25% of the way
through the thickness, K = 2.79 MPa-m½ (2.54 ksi-in½) and it would be predicted to take 296 years to
grow through the remaining thickness. From 33% of the way through to 60% of the way through the wall,
the crack arrests and will not grow through the thickness. If artificially forced to grow further, the stress
intensity factor at 75% of the way through the wall thickness is 14.2 MPa-m½ (12.9 ksi-in½) and the crack
growth rate predicts 7 years to grow through the remaining wall thickness.

Figure 119. Safety Nozzle Crack1 Stress Intensity Factors before MSIP
The second crack scenario studied subjects this crack to the MSIP and then applies the operating
pressure and temperature. Figure 120 shows the axial stress in the safety nozzle geometry after welding is
complete, after the Crack1 is introduced 75% through the thickness and after MSIP has been performed.
The figure shows an exaggerated (100x) displacement plot of the crack profile before operating pressure
and temperature are applied. One can see the difference between the crack profiles in this case, and in the
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case in which operating pressure and temperature are applied. In this case, the crack shows some shearing
at the inner diameter, but no axial opening. The crack tip is opened at 75% through the thickness.
After application of the MSIP, the inner diameter is put in compression and the crack mouth is
forced closed. The crack tip which is at 75% through thickness is put into a more tensile field and is
opened more by the application of the MSIP. Figure 121 compares the axial stresses at room temperature
and pressure to those at operating temperature and pressure. The inner diameter compression is reduced
by operating loads, but the compression stresses remain, and the crack mouth on the inside surface
remains closed.

Figure 120. Safety Nozzle Axial Stresses after Crack1 and after MSIP
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Figure 121. Safety Nozzle Axial Stresses after Crack1 MSIP and Operating Loads
Figure 122 and Figure 123 show the hoop stress equivalent of the previous two figures. Notice
that hoop stress is greatly reduced by the application of the MSIP, and remains low after the application
of operating pressure and temperature.

Figure 122. Safety Nozzle Hoop Stresses after Crack1 and after MSIP
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Figure 123. Safety Nozzle Hoop Stresses after Crack1 MSIP and Operating Loads
Figure 124 shows the crack opening displacement predicted for the safety nozzle 360 degree
circumferential crack before and after the application of the MSIP, and then with operating pressure and
temperature applied. The graph shows that the untreated crack (no MSIP) is closed at the inner diameter,
and would open very slightly from 60% through 75% of the thickness. After the MSIP has been applied,
the crack tip is forced open approximately twenty times more than the crack openings in the untreated
pipe. When operating pressure and temperature are applied, the crack profile remains the same, and
increases in value only slightly.
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Figure 124. Safety Nozzle Crack1 Crack Opening Displacements before and after MSIP
The results from the final scenario for the Crack1 position are shown in Figure 125. MSIP was
applied to an uncracked pipe, and then operating pressure and temperature were applied. In this state, the
crack was forced to grow through the weld residual stress field after the application of the MSIP. This
figure shows that the crack remains firmly closed for the first 60% of the thickness and then is forced to
open beyond this point by the increased axial tension stresses toward the outer diameter of the pipe
caused by the MSIP.
Figure 126 shows a summary stress intensity factor plot which shows the results for all three
scenarios. The blue curve is the same as that shown in Figure 119 and shows the stress intensity factor at
operating pressure and temperature for a crack that grows to 75% of the wall thickness prior to the
application of the MSIP. The orange diamond indicates the stress intensity factor of an untreated crack
(no MSIP) at 75% through wall. The red square indicates the stress intensity factor for this same 75%
through wall crack after MSIP has been applied. The crack growth rate equation shows that the 75%
through wall untreated crack that would be predicted to grow through the remaining wall thickness in 7
years. The K value for the MSIP treated crack would increase to 76.9 MPa-m½ (70.0 ksi-in½) and would
be predicted to grow through the remaining wall in 0.5 years. The green line on the graph shows the stress
intensity factor calculated for the case in which the MSIP is applied to an uncracked pipe and then the
crack is forced to grow. The stress intensity factor remains zero until 60% through the wall thickness and
then grows to a value that is only slightly higher than that of the untreated pipe.
All results indicate that a circumferential crack in an untreated safety nozzle would not grow
beyond a third of the wall thickness before being stopped by the compressive weld residual stresses in the
structure. In the very unlikely event that a crack is formed beyond this depth to beyond 60% of the wall
thickness, it would be made much worse by the MSIP. Other than this unlikely scenario, the MSIP will
prevent new cracks from forming, and will close existing cracks that are less than 60% through wall.
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Figure 125. Safety Nozzle Axial Stresses after Crack1 Forced to Grow after MSIP and Operating
Loads

Figure 126. Safety Nozzle Crack1 Stress Intensity Factors for all Cases
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4.2.7 Safety Nozzle – Crack2
The same three crack growth scenarios were examined for a crack between the A508 carbon steel
nozzle material and the butter layer. This will be noted as crack position 2 (Crack2) as shown in Figure
127.
In the first case, the crack is forced to grow to 75% of the way through the thickness and then
operating temperature and pressure are applied with no MSIP. Figure 128 shows the axial stress in the
safety nozzle after the crack was forced to grow and operating loads were applied. The exaggerated
displacement plot shows that the crack would remain closed at the inner diameter with some shearing and
would not open again until past the middle of the wall thickness. Again, it is impossible for the crack to
grow beyond the zone where it is forced closed by the welding residual stresses without external forces
well beyond normal operating loads. Some useful information can be gathered from the stress intensity
factor as calculated by Equation 4 and the predicted crack growth rate as calculated by Equation 5. As
done in the previous examples, the crack growth rate will be given in terms of years required to grow
through the remaining thickness if the current growth rate was maintained, i.e., by assuming that the crack
growth rate remains constant through the thickness.

Figure 127. Safety Nozzle Crack through A508/Butter Interface (Crack2)

Figure 128. Safety Nozzle Axial Stresses with Crack2 before MSIP
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Figure 129 shows the stress intensity factor in (ksi-in½) units for the Crack2 location in the safety
nozzle geometry. The stress intensity factor is used to calculate the crack growth rate due to PWSCC. One
can see that the stress intensity factor is zero at the inner diameter and remains there until the untreated
crack (no MSIP) grows to a depth of more than 60% of the wall thickness. It then increases almost
linearly until a depth of 75% through thickness.
To put the crack growth rate values into understandable terms, they were converted into units of
(years to grow through remaining thickness) at a particular depth. For this geometry and loading case, the
initiated crack at the inner diameter has a stress intensity factor of zero and would require additional
loading to initiate a crack using the criterion developed for Equation 4. The stress intensity factor at 75%
of the way through the thickness, K = 11.6 MPa-m½ (10.6 ksi-in½) would require 10 years to grow through
the thickness, assuming that the crack growth rate remains constant through the remaining thickness.

Figure 129. Safety Nozzle Crack2 Stress Intensity Factors before MSIP
The second crack scenario studied subjects this crack to the MSIP and then applies the operating
pressure and temperature. Figure 130 shows the axial stress in the safety nozzle geometry after welding is
complete, after the Crack2 is introduced 75% through the thickness and after the MSIP has been
performed. The figure shows an exaggerated (100x) displacement plot of the crack profile before
operating pressure and temperature are applied.
After application of the MSIP, the inner diameter is put in compression and the crack mouth is
closed. The crack tip which is at 75% through thickness is put into a more tensile field and is opened by
the application of the MSIP. Figure 131 compares the axial stresses at room temperature and pressure to
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those at operating pressure and temperature. The inner diameter compression is reduced by operating
loads, but the compression stresses remain, and the crack mouth remains closed.

Figure 130. Safety Nozzle Axial Stresses after Crack2 and after MSIP

Figure 131. Safety Nozzle Axial Stresses after Crack2 MSIP and Operating Loads
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Figure 132 and Figure 133 show the hoop stress equivalent of the previous two figures. Notice
that hoop stress is greatly reduced by the MSIP application, and remains low after the application of
operating pressure and temperature.

Figure 132. Safety Nozzle Hoop Stresses after Crack2 and after MSIP

Figure 133. Safety Nozzle Hoop Stresses after Crack2 MSIP and Operating Loads
Figure 134 shows the crack opening displacement predicted for the safety nozzle 360 degree
circumferential crack before and after MSIP, and then with operating pressure and temperature applied.
The graph shows that the untreated crack (no MSIP) would remain closed until a crack depth of
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approximately 15 mm (0.6 inches) and then would open only slightly near the crack tip. After the MSIP
has been applied, the crack mouth is closed, and the crack tip is forced open with the crack tip opening
about twenty times the original untreated crack tip opening displacement. When operating pressure and
temperature are applied, the crack profile remains the same, and increases in value only slightly.

Figure 134. Safety Nozzle Crack2 Crack Opening Displacements before and after MSIP
The final scenario for Crack2 position is shown in Figure 135. MSIP was applied to an uncracked
pipe, and then operating pressure and temperature were applied. In this state, the crack was forced to grow
the weld residual stress field after the application of the MSIP. This figure shows that the crack is closed
for the first 60% of the thickness and then is forced open beyond this point by the increased axial tension
stresses toward the outer diameter of the pipe as a result of the MSIP.
Figure 136 shows a summary stress intensity factor plot which shows the results for all three
scenarios. The results are very similar to those of the Crack1 analysis for this geometry. The blue curve is
the same as that shown in Figure 129 and shows the stress intensity factor at operating pressure and
temperature for an untreated crack (no MSIP) that is forced to grow to 75% of the wall thickness. The fact
that the blue curve remains at zero until 60% through wall, indicates that the crack would not naturally
grow at all. The stress intensity factor at the untreated crack tip at 75% of the way through the thickness is
11.6 MPa-m½ (10.6 ksi-in½) which would lead to a crack growth rate that would cause the crack to grow
through the remaining pipe thickness in 10 years assuming that the crack growth rate remains constant.
This is indicated by the location of the orange diamond. The red square indicates the stress intensity factor
for this same 75% through wall crack after MSIP has been applied to it. The crack stress intensity factor
would be increased to 67.7 MPa-m½ (61.6 ksi-in½) and the treated crack (after MSIP) would be predicted
to grow through the remaining wall in 1 year. The green line on the graph shows the stress intensity factor
calculated for the case in which the MSIP is applied to an uncracked pipe and then the crack is forced to
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grow. The stress intensity factor remains zero until 60% through the wall thickness and then grows to a
value that is similar to that of the untreated pipe (no MSIP).
All results indicate that a circumferential crack in an untreated safety nozzle would not grow
because of the compressive weld residual stresses in the structure. In the very unlikely event that a crack
is formed beyond this depth to beyond 60% of the wall thickness, the crack would be made much worse
by the MSIP. Other than this unlikely scenario, the MSIP will prevent new cracks from forming, and will
close existing cracks that are less than 60% through wall.

Figure 135. Safety Nozzle Axial Stresses after Crack2 Forced to Grow after MSIP and Operating
Loads
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Figure 136. Safety Nozzle Crack2 Stress Intensity Factors for all Cases

4.3 Three Dimensional Application of MSIP
The preceding evaluations of the MSIP have been conducted using physical test specimens and
axi-symmetric finite element models [3, 4]. This study examines the three dimensional effects of the
MSIP application on the surge nozzle geometry.

4.3.1 Three Dimensional Analyses of the MSIP – Uniform Squeeze
The process, as illustrated in Figure 1, uses two 180 degree split rings to squeeze the pipe
segment. The split rings are held in a fairly rigid steel structure, and pulled together with hydraulic
pistons. The split rings are custom made to conform to the geometry of the pipe system, a nozzle in this
case. The gap between the split rings and the pipe segment to be treated is made to further conform to the
pipe shape with crushable waffled stainless steel shims. The purpose of the crushable shims is to make the
loading more uniformly radial on the pipe. The loading is not purely radial, and therefore a three
dimensional evaluation of the process is warranted to examine the accuracy of the axi-symmetric
assumptions.
Figure 137 shows the process used to transfer the weld residual stress results from the two
dimensional axi-symmetric model to a coarser meshed three dimensional model. The finely meshed
model used to develop the weld residual stress had 8,000 elements. The stresses were mapped to a model
with exactly the same geometry, but with a coarser mesh of 800 elements. The coarsely meshed model
was then revolved into a three dimensional 360 degree pipe with 5 degree segments and 58,000 elements.
The coarser mesh was used to make the problem more manageable without the loss of fidelity in the weld
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residual stress field. If the original model was revolved, the three dimensional model would have had an
unmanageable 576,000 elements. The figure shows axial stresses in ksi units.

Figure 137. Results Transfer from 2-D to 3-D
Figure 138 shows the as-welded, through-weld axial residual stress in the finely meshed two
dimensional model and in the coarsely meshed three dimensional model. Some detail is lost in the
translation, but the results are a good enough match to be used for the three dimensional assessment.
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Figure 138. Comparison of Axial Stress in Fine Meshed 2-D Model to Coarse Meshed 3-D Model
The three dimensional application of the MSIP was modeled as shown in Figure 1. Two 180
degree steel split rings with an inner profile that matched the outer profile of the pipe/nozzle geometry as
shown in Figure 9 were modeled. The split rings were 75 mm (3 inches) thick and 99 mm (3.9 inches)
long applying load over 63 mm (2.5 inches) and skipping the stainless steel weld area. The MSIP tool
segments were compressed 2.0 mm (0.080 inches) into the pipe in an attempt to produce the same 1.6 mm
(0.064 inches) permanent radial displacement under the application site that was produced in the axisymmetric model. Contact between the tool and the surge nozzle was simulated with a 0.15 coefficient of
friction.
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Figure 139. Radial Displacements after MSIP
Figure 139 and Figure 140 show the radial displacement created under the MSIP application site
after the tool has been removed. The figures show several interesting results. The permanent deformation
after the MSIP is not radially uniform, but there is a permanent squeeze produced all the way around the
pipe. The permanent deformation achieved was less than that achieved for the same compression on the
two dimensional model because of the non-radial nature of the squeeze. And thirdly, in Figure 140,
experimental radial deformation data from [4] is compared to the analytical model results. The
experimental data is from a BWR nozzle configuration with the same material combinations, and a
slightly thinner wall thickness (28.6 mm [1.125 inches] versus 35.6 mm [1.4 inches]), but the results are
comparable. The experimental data shows the same trend as the analytical results in which the
deformation decreases 90 degrees away from the load application location. The experimental data shows a
more uniformly radial displacement than the more conservative analytical model. The differences are
probably due to the fact that the actual tooling is more flexible than the simulated tooling, and that the
crushable, waffled steel shims were not included in the finite element model, and are thought to produce
the desired effect of better distributing the load.
The results are clear. The load is not distributed axi-symmetrically, and the permanent
deformation is not radially uniform. The question is whether this has a significant effect on the residual
stress reversal produced by the MSIP.
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Figure 140. Radial Deformation - Analysis versus Experiment
Figure 141 shows a cut-away view of the three dimensional nozzle model before, during and after
the MSIP. The plot shows the three dimensional MSIP tool including the gap in the tool face made to skip
the crown of the secondary stainless steel weld.
The axial stress plots show that the compressive stresses fade away 90 degrees from the load
application direction, which is shown at the top in these plots. This effect is expected from the
deformation data shown in Figure 139 and Figure 140.
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Figure 141. Axial Stress through 3-D MSIP (ksi units) (90 degree Segment)
Figure 142 indicates the direction of the through thickness axial stresses plotted in Figure 143.
The axial stress is recorded through the dissimilar metal weld at the center of the MSIP tool spacer arc 0
and 90 degrees from the load application direction.
The chart shows a significant difference in the compressive stresses created at the inner diameter
of the treated weld at 0 and 90 degrees from the load application direction. The reduction in stress, from
the three dimensional, as-welded case shown in Figure 143, are 200 MPa (29 ksi) at 0 degrees and 124
MPa (18 ksi) at 90 degrees from the load application direction. There was a 38% reduction in the
effectiveness of the MSIP at 90 degrees from the load application site.
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Figure 142. Surge Nozzle 3-D Post-MSIP through Thickness Axial Stress Path

Figure 143. Surge Nozzle 3-D through Thickness Axial Stresses
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Figure 144 shows the path used to display the post-MSIP inner diameter axial stress in Figure
145. The graph shows the location of the dissimilar metal weld and secondary stainless steel weld. In the
red band, indicating the dissimilar metal weld location, the reduction in MSIP effectiveness 90 degrees
from the application direction is evident. However, the graph also shows that in the most highly stressed
area at the transition between the butter and the A508 carbon steel, the MSIP successfully changed a 138
MPa (20 ksi) tensile stress into a compressive stress of equal values at both the 0 and 90 degree MSIP
tool positions. Therefore, the MSIP tool worked equally well in the area that most needed stress
reduction.

Figure 144. Surge Nozzle 3-D Axial Stresses Inner Diameter Path
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Figure 145. Surge Nozzle 3-D Inner Diameter Axial Stresses Along the Length of the Pipe
The application of operating temperatures and pressures has an insignificant effect on the
compressive stresses created on the inner diameter of the treated weld. The effect shown here is in the
range of 6.9 MPa (1 ksi) to 13.8 MPa (2 ksi) reduction in the beneficial effect. Figure 146 shows an axial
stress plot post-MSIP at room temperature and pressure, and also at 15.5 MPa (2,250 psi) and 300 C (572
F). Figure 147 shows the graphical representation of the through thickness results along the same path as
indicated in Figure 142.
Though the reduction of the effectiveness of the MSIP is significant, the process does achieve its
desired goal of reducing the tension stress on the inner diameter of the dissimilar metal weld. The
comparison between the experimental deformation data and the analytical data, shown in Figure 140,
would lead one to believe that the process produces a more uniform deformation than the conservative
analytical model would indicate, and a therefore more even stress reduction.
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Figure 146. Surge Nozzle 3-D Axial Stresses Post-MSIP with Operating Pressure and Temperature
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Figure 147. Surge Nozzle 3-D Axial Stress Graph Post-MSIP with Operating Pressure and
Temperature

4.3.2 Three Dimensional Analyses of the MSIP – Bending Moment
The final analysis performed on the surge nozzle geometry evaluated the effect of typical operating
bending moments on the three dimensional application of the MSIP. The previous three dimensional
analyses have shown that the MSIP is less effective at 90 degrees from the application direction than at
the vertical center of the application force. It follows that a bending moment that would cause a reduction
in the compressive stress created by the MSIP at the 90 degree location would further reduce the MSIP
effect.
This analysis applies a 170 kN-m (1,500 in-kips) bending moment about the vertical axis as shown in
Figure 148. The bending moment is a typical value caused by operating forces and an elbow pipe
geometry. The moment value used was extracted from a prior Leak-Before-Break (LBB) submittal for a
PWR plant. The moment axis is oriented so as to create the greatest tension at the location 90 degrees
from the MSIP tool application direction.
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Figure 148. Surge Nozzle 3-D Bending Moment Application
The through thickness axial stresses post-MSIP and with operating pressure, temperature and
moment are shown in Figure 149. The stress values in the direction of MSIP tool squeeze (0 degree) are
unaffected by the moment which was applied perpendicular to this direction. As shown in Figure 143, the
MSIP loses some effectiveness at the 90 degree position but is still an improvement over the untreated
weld. The moment loading further reduces the compressive stress on the dissimilar metal weld by 48.3
MPa (7 ksi) in this case. The stress remains strongly compressive.

Figure 149. Surge Nozzle 3-D through Thickness Axial Stresses with Moment
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5.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The scope and objective of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of MSIP as a mitigation
strategy for PWSCC in the PWRs. Of specific concern is the question as to whether the technical basis for
the MSIP as a mitigation strategy for PWSCC is sufficient.
Whereas the prior BWR studies had a definite experimental focus, this study of the effectiveness
of the MSIP for the PWR fleet was done analytically. As a result, whereas the prior experimental weld
residual stress analyses conducted at Argonne were only able to estimate surface strains/stresses, in this
program through thickness residual stress patterns were obtainable analytically. Both 2D and 3D weld
residual stress analyses using the ABAQUS finite element code were conducted. Three dissimilar metal
weld pipe/nozzle geometries were considered as part of this study: (1) a large diameter hot leg/reactor
pressure vessel nozzle weld, (2) a medium diameter pressurizer surge nozzle weld, and (3) a small
diameter pressurizer safety nozzle weld. In each case the weld residual stresses, both before and after the
application of the MSIP, were estimated in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the MSIP as a mitigation
strategy for PWSCC in PWRs. As part of these assessments, cracks were introduced into the weld butter
region in order to determine how the MSIP affects the crack openings and stress intensity factors, and
ultimately the crack growth of a crack in this region. Furthermore, for the pressurizer surge nozzle
geometry, a series of sensitivity analyses were conducted to ascertain the effect of different parameters on
the residual stresses and resultant crack growth. The parameters considered in these sensitivity analyses
included the effect of the boundary conditions, the effect of the MSIP tool location, the amount of
squeeze applied, the tool size, and the presence of the secondary stainless steel weld.
Both hoop and axial weld residual stresses were calculated. The primary focus was on the axial
stresses which cause circumferential crack initiation and growth. The hoop stresses were thought to be of
less concern since the axial cracks which are driven by the hoop stresses are typically thought to be
limited in length to the width of the circumferential girth weld in seamless pipe typically used in nuclear
power plants. Due to their limited length, any axial cracks should leak, and not rupture. Even so, the hoop
stress results are of some interest, especially for the hot leg. For the hot leg (see Figure 37), the pre-MSIP
hoop stresses are predominantly tensile through the entire wall thickness. In Figure 37, for the weld
centerline case, there is a slight area of compression about a third of the way through the wall thickness,
but it is very slight. As a result, contrary to the axial stress results to be discussed next where there are
significant areas of compression through the wall thickness, the hoop stress results, at least for the hot leg
case, indicate that one might expect an axial crack to grow completely through the wall thickness. This
finding is supported by field experience, e.g., the axial through wall crack growth at V. C. Summer.
(Note, the V. C. Summer cracking was probably further exasperated by the extensive repairs at these
welds.) From Figure 37 one also sees that the MSIP significantly reduced these hoop stresses for the hot
leg by introducing a compressive residual stress field in the hoop direction for the inner 50 percent of the
wall thickness. This MSIP-induced compressive stress field should mitigate the possibility of axial
through-wall crack growth. For the surge nozzle and safety nozzle cases (Figure 43 and Figure 56,
respectively), the pre-MSIP hoop stresses are more compressive through the thickness (especially at the
inside surface) such that one would not expert significant axial crack growth in these cases, either before
or after the MSIP.
The axial weld residual stress results were plotted both through the thickness and along the length
of the pipe (spanning the weld) on the inside surface. The through thickness stresses were typically
plotted along a straight line connecting the high tensile stress location on the outside surface and the high
compressive stress location near the mid-wall location. This tended to result in a location near the
weld/butter interface and slightly angled with respect to a line perpendicular to the wall thickness. As can
be seen in the plots of the stress along the inside surface, the high stress location at the inside surface
tended to be in the buttered region and along the butter/ferritic steel interface.
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In examining the axial stress results for the three geometries considered, one sees a similarity in
the results. One sees high tensile stresses at the inside surface of the weld which tend to be somewhat
mitigated by the presence of the secondary stainless steel weld. For example, in examining the surge
nozzle axial stresses in Figure 39, the inside surface axial stresses after fabricating the Inconel dissimilar
metal weld, which joins the ferritic nozzle to the stainless steel safe end, are in the range of 345 to 380
MPa (50 to 55 ksi) tensile. Those stresses remain tensile for approximately the inner 50 percent of the
wall thickness. Conversely, after fabricating the secondary stainless steel weld joining the stainless steel
safe end to the stainless steel pipe, the axial stress at the inside surface drops to 207 MPa (30 ksi)
compressive and remains compressive for most of the inner 50 percent of the wall thickness. This is
similar to the results for the pressurizer safety nozzle geometry, see Figure 52. Furthermore, the inside
surface of the entire safe end is in compression after fabricating the secondary stainless steel weld. This is
important for those cases where the safe end is fabricated from Alloy 600 material which is susceptible to
PWSCC.
The MSIP further reduces the weld residual stresses. Again for the surge nozzle (Figure 39 and
Figure 41), the MSIP reduces the inside axial stresses near the weld centerline from 207 MPa (30 ksi)
compressive (post secondary stainless steel weld) to 345 MPa (50 ksi) compressive (after MSIP). In the
buttered region, near the interface of the butter to the A508 nozzle material, the MSIP reduces the inside
surface axial stresses from 140 MPa (20 ksi) tension to 70 MPa (10 ksi) compression. A similar result is
evident for the hot leg (see Figure 27 and Figure 29), except the effect is more pronounced. For the hot
leg the MSIP reduces in inside surface axial stresses from approximately 345 MPa (50 ksi) tension to
approximately 207 MPa (30 ksi) compression. The difference between the hot leg results and the
pressurizer surge nozzle results is that there is no secondary stainless steel weld for the hot leg geometry
considered in this study. Thus, for the hot leg geometry, the MSIP is even more beneficial to the weld
residual stress profile in that there is no prior benefit due to the secondary stainless steel weld. For the
smaller diameter safety nozzle, the effect of the MSIP is even less than it is for the intermediate diameter
surge nozzle geometry. For the safety nozzle (see Figure 52 and Figure 54), the MSIP only reduces the
inside surface axial stresses in the buttered region from zero (pre-MSIP) to 103 MPa (15 ksi) compression
(post-MSIP). Furthermore, near the weld centerline the MSIP actually increases the inside surface axial
stresses, albeit the stresses both before and after the application of the MSIP are highly compressive in
this area.
The results for the analyses where cracks were introduced into the analyses were also consistent
for the three geometries considered. In each case the results demonstrate that if a deep crack (i.e., greater
than approximately 60 percent of the wall thickness) existed in the weld prior to the application of the
MSIP, the MSIP made matters worse. For the case of these pre-existing cracks, the MSIP increased the
stress intensity factors (K), such that the time required for the crack to grow through the remaining wall
thickness is very short (on the order of a few years or less). Assuming that these pre-existing cracks
existed at the butter/ferritic steel interface, and that the crack depth was 75 percent of the wall thickness,
and that the crack growth rate remained constant through the remaining wall thickness of the pipe, the
time required for the mitigated crack (post-MSIP) to grow through the remaining wall thickness was 1
year for the hot leg/RPV nozzle and safety nozzle geometries and 3 years for the pressurizer surge nozzle
geometry. Conversely, for the untreated cases (no MSIP applied), the time required to grow these 75
percent deep cracks through the remaining wall thickness was indefinite for the hot leg, 10 years for the
pressurizer safety nozzle, and 34 years for the pressurizer surge nozzle. For the hot leg, the K value for
the untreated 75 percent deep crack was zero, due to the fact that the weld residual stresses remained
compressive in this region, so no crack growth was predicted. Note, it bears repeating, that with the
exception of the recent experience at Crystal River [9] no circumferential indications greater than 30
percent of the wall thickness have been found in service, and that inspection is required to show this fact
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before the MSIP is applied1. However, the Crystal River experience is worth further noting in light of the
results from this program in that this indication discovered in March 2008 in the “B” hot leg decay heat
nozzle-to-pipe dissimilar metal weld at Crystal River originated from the inner diameter of the weld and
extended approximately 65 percent through-wall at its outermost extent. What distinguishes this weld
layout from the surge nozzle geometry evaluated in this report is that there was no secondary stainless
steel weld at Crystal River. As a result, the beneficial effect of secondary stainless steel weld on the weld
residual stresses was absent. Consequently, the crack (if the indication was indeed a crack) extended to a
depth of approximately two-thirds of the wall thickness unlike most of the other indications found in
service that tend to be much shallower (less than one-third through-wall). In looking at the results from
Figures 38 and 39 one can see that without the secondary stainless steel weld the tensile stresses in the
surge nozzle weld in the axial direction extended to a depth of approximately 50 to 60 percent of the wall
thickness. Thus, the service history experience at Crystal River, i.e., a circumferential indication
estimated to be 65 percent of the wall thickness in depth, tends to support the results from the analyses
conducted as part of this effort for which the axial stresses were tensile for about two-thirds of the wall
thickness and then became compressive for the case where there was no secondary stainless steel weld.
This finding that MSIP may be detrimental for the case of very deep pre-existing cracks (> ~60%
of the wall thickness) strongly supports the need for the existing requirement that welds which are to be
treated with MSIP must be pre-examined using volumetric non-destructive examination (NDE) prior to
the application of MSIP. (Note, in the prior BWR applications there was a requirement in NUREG-0313
Rev. 2F, “Technical Report on Material Selection and Processing Guidelines for BWR Coolant Pressure
Bounding Components” [8], that if a crack deeper than 30 percent of the wall thickness or longer than 10
percent of the pipe circumference was discovered during the pre-MSIP inspection, then that weld was not
an acceptable candidate for MSIP.) The Crystal River experience implies that the requirement for preMSIP examination is even more critical for those weld geometries for which there is no secondary
stainless steel weld. In those cases the likelihood of a deep crack existing which may be adversely
affected by the MSIP is higher than the case where there is a secondary stainless steel weld.
This requirement for pre-examinations is further warranted by the possibility that pre-existing
cracks may be more difficult to detect after the application of MSIP due to the fact that the compressive
stresses caused by MSIP may force the crack faces to close upon themselves, therefore reducing their
ultrasonic specular and tip responses (see Figure 92 for the hot leg nozzle, Figure 112 for the surge
nozzle, and Figure 134 for the safety nozzle). Prior NDE studies have shown that crack responses that
were evident by ultrasonic testing prior to MSIP were significantly reduced, and in some cases, not
detectable, after MSIP [15]. In the coming months a series of MSIP/NDE mockup studies will be
conducted during which this issue will be examined. Also, there is the concern that the MSIP may
permanently deform the exterior surface of the pipe, creating a depression on the outside surface, which
may cause a problem for ultrasonic coupling where the contour of the ultrasonic inspection probe does not
match the outside surface of the pipe. This could potentially create a gap between the probe and the
surface, resulting in poor ultrasonic transmission from the probe to the piping. This is an issue of current
concern to the ASME Code. There is ongoing Code action (Section XI Appendix D) to address this
problem by limiting the gap between the probe and the deformed surface to a maximum of 0.8 mm (1/32
inch).
One related concern with the use of the MSIP, at least in leak-before-break (LBB) systems, is
what effect the compressive stresses imposed by the process will have on the crack opening
displacements. The question is will these compressive stresses potentially close, or keep close, the crack
faces such that conventional crack-opening displacement (COD) analyses significantly over-predict the
COD. If such were the case, then the leakage crack size analyses used in traditional LBB analyses (i.e.,
1

An indication is not necessarily a crack. There have been cases, e.g., at St Lucie, where the indications were false and no crack
existed.
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Standard Review Plan 3.6.3 type analyses) would under-predict the leakage crack size for the same
prescribed leakage detection limit. Consequently, the actual margins between the critical crack size and
the leakage crack size would be less than predicted. This is the subject of ongoing NRC-sponsored
research.
The fact that this study supports the need for the existing requirement that a weld to be treated
with the MSIP must be pre-inspected brings into question the stipulation in ASME Code Case N-770
(Note 12(e) of Table 1) that the cold leg/reactor pressure vessel welds need not be pre-inspected prior to
the application of the MSIP. The rationale behind this stipulation is that ultrasonically inspecting the cold
leg nozzle weld from the inside surface would require the reactor internals to be removed twice, once
before and once after the MSIP. Thus, in order to minimize the time required for the inspections, by only
having to remove these internals once, the industry is proposing that they only be required to
volumetrically inspect these cold leg/RPV welds once, after the MSIP is complete. As a means of
augmenting this single ultrasonics-based post-MSIP inspection, the industry is proposing to post-inspect
the inside surface of the weld using eddy current examination in accordance with IWA-2223 (Note 19).
Any surface breaking flaws would be evident from the eddy current inspection. The concern is that if
there is a crack in the weld and the MSIP does in fact close the crack faces rendering the post-MSIP
ultrasonic inspection of questionable value, and the eddy current discovers the surface breaking flaw, the
question then becomes how deep that flaw is. Since a pre-MSIP inspection was not conducted, how does
one ensure that this surface breaking flaw is no deeper than 60 percent of the wall thickness? For if it is
deeper than 60 percent of the wall thickness, then the MSIP has made the situation worse and the flaw
would be predicted to grow through the remaining wall in a relative short time period, i.e., less than 3
years. Code Case N-770’s Appendix I performance criteria are discussed in more detail below in this
section.
A series of sensitivity analyses were also conducted for the pressurizer surge nozzle geometry. As
part of these analyses the effect of boundary conditions, clamp location, clamp size, amount of squeeze,
and the presence of the secondary stainless steel weld were all considered. For all cases, except for the
presence of the secondary stainless steel weld, the effect was minimal. What this implies is that small
errors in the placement of the clamp or amount of squeeze (with respect to the design conditions) should
not change the effectiveness of the MSIP significantly. If the design specified that the clamp be 75 mm (3
inches) from the weld and something in the field was in the way such that the clamp had to be located 50
or 100 mm (2 or 4 inches) from the weld to be treated, the MSIP would still produce a beneficial result.
With regards to the presence of the secondary stainless steel weld, that weld had a more significant effect
on the effectiveness of the MSIP. If a secondary stainless steel weld exists, such as the stainless-tostainless safe end-to-pipe weld for the pressurizer surge nozzle geometry, that secondary weld tends to
add an element of radial constraint to the adjacent dissimilar metal weld which introduces a compressive
stress to the inside surface of the dissimilar metal weld. As such, while the MSIP is still effective, it is not
as effective as for the case where no secondary weld existed in that the pre-MSIP stress state was already
lower, i.e., compressive or less tensile.
While the results discussed above are based on 2D finite element analyses, a series of 3D
analyses were also conducted. The objective of the first series of 3D analyses was to evaluate the
uniformity of the MSIP squeeze. In examining Figure 143 and Figure 145 one can see that there is an
element of non-uniformity in the squeeze process for the pressurizer surge nozzle. From Figure 143 one
can see that the post-MSIP inside surface stress in the weld was approximately 310 MPa (45 ksi)
compressive at a location in line with the squeeze direction (0 degree) but only 205 MPa (30 ksi)
compressive 90 degrees from the squeeze direction. Note, however, that the inside surface stresses after
the MSIP at the high stress location in the buttered region to the left of the dissimilar metal weld (see
Figure 145) are the same for both the 0 degree and 90 degree locations. Even though there is an element
of non-uniformity in the process around the pipe/nozzle geometry and the MSIP is less effective 90
degrees from the application direction than at a location in line with the squeeze direction (0 degree), the
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process is still effective at reducing the weld residual stresses at the inside surface completely around the
circumference.
The objective of the second series of 3D analyses was to evaluate the effect of an applied bending
moment on the MSIP. The magnitude of the applied bending moment was representative of a bending
moment under normal operating conditions for a pressurizer surge nozzle in that it was obtained from a
pressurizer surge line leak-before-break (LBB) submittal for an actual plant. The moment axis was
oriented so as to create the greatest tension at the location 90 degrees from the MSIP tool application
direction. From Figure 149 one can see that while the moment loading adds a tensile bending stress of
48.3 MPa (7 ksi) 90 degrees from the tool application direction (i.e., the location where the MSIP is least
effective), the stress at the inside surface remains strongly compressive.
Code Case N-770 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code was written to provide ASME
recommended inspection frequencies for Alloy 82/182 butt welds which are susceptible to primary water
stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC). It is entitled, “Alternative Examination Requirements and
Acceptance Standards for Class 1 PWR Piping and Vessel Nozzle Butt Welds Fabricated with UNS
N06082 or UNS W86182 Weld Filler Material With or Without Application of Listed Mitigation
Activities, Section XI, Division 1.” The code case was prepared by the ASME in response to a request by
the NRC staff concerning PWSCC in dissimilar metal weld locations. The code case provides inspection
frequencies for butt welds in mitigated, as well as unmitigated, conditions.
The MSIP is one of the mitigation methods proposed which claims a stress improvement as its
PWSCC mitigation method. MSIP can be applied outside the scope of Section XI, IWA-4000,
Repair/Replacement Activities2. Accordingly, MSIP as a mitigation strategy can only be applied
preemptively, i.e., before crack initiation, in that mitigation taken after crack initiation is discovered is
considered a repair. As such, ASME concluded that the best approach to permit licensees to take
advantage of the inspection frequencies in Code Case N-770 for welds mitigated by MSIP and other
mitigation methods which claim stress improvement as their method of function was to develop
performance criteria and require the corresponding measurement and quantification criteria be met when
welds are claimed to be mitigated by stress improvement methods. These performance criteria are
contained in Appendix I of Code Case N-770 and define measurement or quantification criteria for
mitigation by stress improvement methods including MSIP.
Appendix I of the code case is titled, “Performance Criteria and Measurement or Quantification
Criteria for Mitigation by Stress Improvement,” and lists seven performance criteria and the acceptable
measurement or quantification criteria for each. Each of these criteria will be addressed here with respect
to the analyses results discussed in this report. Criteria not addressed in the analyses in this report will be
explained as such.
The first of the seven performance criterion states: “To minimize the likelihood of crack
initiation, the process shall have resulted in a compressive stress in the susceptible material along the
entire wetted surface under steady state operation. Susceptible material includes the weld, butter, and base
material, as applicable. The residual stress plus normal operating stress shall be included in the
evaluation.”
The acceptable measurement or quantification criteria to demonstrate satisfaction of this
performance criterion is stated as: "A properly bench-marked analysis or demonstration test shall be
performed to confirm the post-mitigation stress state. The analysis or testing shall show that the steadystate operating axial and hoop direction stresses combined with residual stresses are compressive at the
2

Stress improvement is defined in the Code Case to be “a process that produces sufficient compressive stresses on the inside
diameter wetted surface to inhibit initiation and propagation of primary water stress corrosion cracking.” Furthermore, it is
stipulated in the Code Case that “Stress improvement techniques without welding are not included in IWA-4000 and are not a
repair/replacement activity."
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inside surface. A pre-stress improvement residual stress condition resulting from a construction weld
repair from the inside diameter to a depth of 50% of the weld thickness shall be assumed. The analysis or
testing shall identify the critical process parameters and define acceptable ranges of the parameters
needed to ensure that the compressive stress field has been developed.”
The analyses in this report show that the MSIP greatly reduces the maximum axial and hoop
stresses on the inner diameter in the dissimilar metal weld area in the three geometries studied in this
program. The inner diameter axial stresses are all compressive in the dissimilar metal weld area of
concern at both room temperature and also with operating temperatures and loads applied. The hoop
stresses on the smallest nozzle examined, the pressurizer safety nozzle, remain slightly tensile at room
temperature and both the surge nozzle geometry and the pressurizer safety nozzle hoop stresses are tensile
after the operating pressure and temperature are applied to the models.
The intent of including a 50% through thickness inner diameter weld repair in the consideration
of the stress improvements is that the weld repair causes inner diameter tensile stresses. Though a 50%
weld thickness inner diameter repair was not modeled in these analyses, several analyses show that a
similar effect was considered, and suggest that the MSIP improved the inside surface residual stress state
for those cases as well. All models had their root weld pass ground out and re-welded as a final step in the
Inconel weld process increasing the inner diameter tensile stresses. The surge nozzle analysis had further
inner diameter welding to simulate the completion of the heat shield fill-in weld. This process caused high
inner diameter tensile stresses above the room temperature yield strength of the weld material. These high
stresses were ameliorated by the addition of the secondary stainless steel safe end weld. However, in one
of the sensitivity studies in which the effect of the MSIP on a surge nozzle geometry was assessed, the
secondary stainless steel safe end weld was not modeled leaving the Inconel weld inner diameter stresses
highly tensile before application of the MSIP. In this case, the MSIP forced the inner diameter tensile
stresses into compression as well as in the nominal case. The MSIP acts by setting up a bending stress
through the wall of the treated welded pipe in which the inner diameter is forced into greater compression
while the outer diameter is forced into greater tension. Due to its bending nature, the effect is centered on
the neutral bending axis of the pipe wall thickness. Any stresses on the inner 50% of the thickness will be
forced into greater compression with the greatest improvement taking place at the inner diameter surface.
Further note that the measurement or quantification criterion for this performance criterion in
Appendix I of the code case specifies that “A properly bench-marked analysis or demonstration test shall
be performed to confirm the post-mitigation stress state.” While such a bench-marked analysis has not yet
been validated, the NRC, along with the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), is in the process of
conducting a series of weld residual stress mockup evaluations. As part of those evaluations, blind
analyses, conducted by independent analysts around the world will be compared with experimental
measurements in order to bench-mark these types of analyses. Those evaluations should be completed in
2010.
The second performance criterion in Appendix I simply states that: “The effect produced by the
mitigation process shall be permanent.”
The acceptable quantification of this criterion is stated as: “An analysis or demonstration test
shall be performed to confirm that the mitigation process is permanent. The analysis and demonstration
test plan shall include startup and shutdown stresses, normal operating pressure stress, thermal cyclic
stresses, transient stresses, and residual stresses. The analysis or demonstration test shall account for (a)
load combinations that could cause plastic ratcheting and (b) any material properties related to stress
relaxation over time.”
The MSIP effect relies on the yielding of the pipe material to leave a 1% permanent radial
deformation in the pipe under the tool application site. The analyses that were performed in this report
included operating pressures, temperatures, and moment loading and showed that none of these loads are
great enough to re-yield the material in a way that would negate the beneficial effects of the MSIP. The
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pipe material yielded by the MSIP in all of the cases studied was stainless steel. Long duration creep data
for typical stainless steels is not available for temperatures below 538 C (1,000 F) which is well above the
upper limit of the typical operating temperature for the pressurizer nozzles, i.e., 343 C (650 F).
Furthermore, Paragraph NB-1120 (Temperature Limits) of Section III of the ASME Code states:
“The rules of Subsection NB shall not be used for items which are to be subjected to metal
temperatures that exceed the temperature limit in the applicability column shown in Section II, Part D,
Subpart 1, Tables 2A, 2B, and 4 for design stress intensity values. Above these temperatures, the creep
and stress rupture characteristics of materials permitted to be used become significant factors which are
not presently covered by the rules of this Subsection.”
The temperature limits specified in Section II are typically 371 C (700 F) for ferritic and low
alloy steels and 427 C (800 F) for austenitic and nickel based alloys, which again are above the upper
limit on the operating temperature for the pressurizer nozzle dissimilar metal welds. As such, creep
effects on the MSIP deformation are expected to be small. However, assuming that they were not, the
only consequential effect would be that the beneficial residual compressive stresses would fade to zero
over time. Since the MSIP causes a bending stress in the treated weld area, it will cause compressive
stresses on the inner diameter and tension stresses on the outer diameter of equivalent magnitudes. Long
term creep effects would tend to neutralize these residual stresses and should not make them worse.
The third of the seven performance criterion in Appendix I deals with non-destructive testing.
“The capability to perform ultrasonic examinations of the relevant volume of the component shall not
have been adversely affected.”
The related measurement and quantification criteria states “Mockup testing and non-destructive
examination qualified to Section XI, Appendix VIII, performance demonstration requirements shall have
been performed to demonstrate that a qualified examination of the relevant volume of the mitigated
component can be accomplished subsequent to the mitigation including changes to component geometry,
material properties, or other factors.”
MSIP has been used extensively in BWR stainless steel piping systems for the last 20 years. This
experience has been quite positive with little or no issues reported regarding limitations on NDE.
However, prior NDE studies at the Ignalia plant in Lithuania [15] have shown that deep cracks which
were evident by NDE prior to MSIP were not always evident afterwards. Note, however, that these
findings may not be representative of US experience in that there is some question as to whether the
MSIP and NDE processes used at Ignalia were representative of those used in the US. Regardless, it is an
issue worthy of further consideration. In the coming months a series of MSIP/NDE mockup studies will
be conducted during which this issue will be examined. Also, there is the concern that the MSIP may
permanently deform the exterior surface of the pipe, creating a depression on the outside surface, which
may create a situation where the contour of the ultrasonic inspection probe does not conform with the
outside surface of the pipe creating a gap between the probe and the pipe surface, thus making the
inspection more difficult. This is an issue of current concern to the ASME Code. There is a current Code
action going through the approval process (Section XI Appendix D) limiting the gap between the probe
and the deformed surface to 0.03 in (0.8 mm).
The fourth performance criterion makes the logical conclusion that one cannot damage the system
in some other way while instituting the stress mitigation for PWSCC. This criterion simply states that
“The mitigation process shall not have degraded the component or adversely affected other components in
the system.”
The corresponding measurement and quantification criteria states “An analysis shall have been
performed to verify that the mitigation process does not result in changes to the piping system geometry
that exceed Section III or original Construction Code design criteria. A walk down of the piping system
shall be performed to verify support integrity and satisfaction of design tolerances.”
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The analyses in this report show that the MSIP has a localized effect. (This is in contrast to the
full structural weld overlay, where weld shrinkage, can potentially cause movement of the pipe with
respect to supports and major piping components, such as steam generators.) As part of this study it was
shown through boundary condition studies that piping constraints on either side of the treated weld have
little effect on the effectiveness of the MSIP. As a result, the MSIP will have little effect on the structure
outside its immediate area of application.
The fifth performance criterion states that “The mitigated weld shall be inspectable by a qualified
process.”
The corresponding measurement and quantification criteria states “An evaluation shall be
performed to confirm that the required examination volume of the mitigated configuration is within the
scope of an Appendix VIII supplement or supplements and that the examination procedures to be used
have been qualified in accordance with Appendix VIII. The evaluation shall confirm that the geometric
limitations (e.g., weld crown, nozzle contour) of an Appendix VIII qualification are not exceeded for the
mitigated weld.”
As stated in response to the third performance criterion, in the coming months a series of
MSIP/NDE mockup studies will be conducted during which this issue will be examined. Furthermore, the
MSIP effect has been extensively documented in two previously prepared EPRI reports. In the earliest
report dating from 1987, large diameter (28-inch diameter) pipes were welded and tested [3]. The scope
of the testing was designed to determine the change of weld stress patterns due to the application of the
MSIP, the effect on pre-existing defects, and the effect on the detectability of pre-existing defects after the
process. The later report, from 1993, documents experiments on smaller diameter (12-inch diameter)
nozzle geometries [4]. Both studies found similar results. The MSIP produced beneficial stresses,
prevented cracks from developing, and post-MSIP inspection was able to detect pre-existing crack
locations.
The sixth performance criteria states that “Existing flaws, if any, shall be addressed as part of the
mitigation.”
The associated measurement and quantification criteria specifies that “An examination qualified
to Section XI, Appendix VIII performance demonstration requirements shall have been performed in
accordance with Table 1 of this code case before the application of the mitigation process to identify and
size any existing flaws. Any flaws identified shall be specifically considered in satisfying Performance
Criterion Number 7.”
Flaw examination was not specifically addressed in this analysis based report, but the analysis of
the MSIP effect on existing flaws was examined. The effects are discussed in the comments on the next
criterion which deals with stress intensity factor predictions.
The seventh performance criteria states that “The effect of mitigation on the presence of existing
flaws shall be analyzed. The stress intensity factor at the depth of the flaw shall be determined using
combined residual and operating stresses, and shall be zero, indicating that the total stress is compressive
at that location.”
The associated measurement and quantification criteria specifies that “An analysis shall be
performed using IWB-3600 evaluation methods and acceptance criteria to verify that the mitigation
process will not cause any existing flaws to become unacceptable over the life of the weld, or before the
next scheduled examination.”
Satisfaction of this criterion is currently somewhat problematic. In the 2007 Version of Section
XI of the ASME code, the crack growth rate parameters for stress corrosion cracking are still under
development (Paragraph C-8500 [Stress Corrosion Cracking] of Appendix C of Section XI – Evaluation
of Flaws in Piping). As such, it is not possible to use the evaluation methods and acceptance criteria in
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IWB-3600 to verify that the mitigation process will not cause any existing flaws to become unacceptable
over the life of the weld, or before the next scheduled examination. However, as part of this study it was
shown that the stress intensity factor for circumferential cracks after the application of the MSIP was
reduced to zero at the inner diameter in each of the geometries considered, preventing the initiation and
growth of cracks due to PWSCC. However, the analyses have also shown that the MSIP is detrimental for
the case of very deep pre-existing cracks (> ~60% of the wall thickness). This result strongly supports the
need for the existing requirement that a weld that is to be treated with the MSIP must be pre-inspected
using non-destructive examination (NDE) prior to the application of the MSIP. (Note, in the prior BWR
applications there was a requirement in NUREG-0313 Rev. 2F that if a crack deeper than 30 percent of
the wall thickness or longer than 10 percent of the pipe circumference was discovered during the preMSIP inspection, then that weld could not be treated using the MSIP.) This requirement for preinspections is further warranted by the possibility that the NDE may be more difficult after the application
of the MSIP due to the fact that MSIP may force the crack faces to close upon themselves. This will be a
point to be investigated as part of the upcoming MSIP NDE mockup evaluations.
As previously stated the fact that this study supports the need for the existing requirement that a
weld to be treated with the MSIP must be pre-inspected brings into question the stipulation in ASME
Code Case N-770 that the cold leg/reactor pressure vessel welds need not be pre-inspected prior to the
application of the MSIP. This study has clearly demonstrated that the MSIP is detrimental to the case
where deep cracks exist in the weld prior to the application of the process. Consequently, one must
demonstrate that such flaws are not present prior to the application of the process. If one does not make
this demonstration, and such flaws exist, then the process has made matters worse from a crack growth
perspective.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS
Tensile weld residual stresses at the inside surface can lead to PWSCC in dissimilar metal welds
in PWR piping systems. The MSIP can be an effective method to reduce these weld residual tension
stresses at the inside surface. The process was found to be most beneficial for the larger diameter hot leg
geometry considered where there was no pre-existing benefit from the secondary stainless steel safe endto-pipe weld. Also, the process was found to be more beneficial for the intermediate diameter pressurizer
surge line nozzle than the smaller diameter safety nozzle geometry considered. For the safety nozzle
geometry considered, the MSIP was found to be of limited benefit from a weld residual stress perspective
since the presence of the secondary stainless steel weld for the small diameter safety nozzle geometry
created a situation where the inside surface axial stresses were already compressive throughout the region
of the dissimilar metal weld before the application of the MSIP. Furthermore, the imposed stipulation that
the weld to be treated with the MSIP be inspected prior to and after the application of the MSIP should be
maintained. The investigation of the behavior of circumferential cracks in the dissimilar metal weld
shows that the current requirement for BWRs specified in NUREG-0313 Rev. 2F [8] that the MSIP not be
used if the weld to be treated cannot be inspected, or if existing circumferential crack indications are
greater than 30 percent through the pipe wall, or longer than 10 percent of the pipe circumference, are
sound and should also be applied to PWR applications of the process. The residual stress field before the
application of the MSIP would indicate that circumferential cracks greater than 30 percent of the wall
thickness are unlikely because of the compressive axial stresses toward the middle of the pipe thickness.
This result is further validated by field experience which has shown only limited evidence to date of
circumferential cracks greater than 30 percent through the wall thickness in the dissimilar metal welds in
PWR primary piping systems.3 However, saying this, the MSIP is detrimental to the case where deep
cracks existed in the weld prior to the application of the process. Consequently, one must demonstrate that
such flaws are not present prior to applying the MSIP.
Sensitivity analyses demonstrated that the process can be applied with some element of
imprecision with respect to the positioning of the tool or the amount of squeeze applied. If the in-situ field
conditions are such that the tool cannot be located exactly as planned based on the design conditions or
the amount of squeeze is slightly less or slightly more than the design specified, the sensitivity analyses
conducted as part of this effort indicated that the process is still effective at mitigating the weld residual
stresses at the inside surface.
Three dimensional models of the process show that even though the MSIP application does not
produce a uniform effect around the circumference of the pipe, it is effective over the entire
circumference of the treated weld.

3

The one notable exception being the recent indication in a 14-inch diameter hot leg decay heat nozzle weld at Crystal River
which was estimated to be 65 percent through wall.
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